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Arsonist sets fire 
to Doctor's home 
A fire broke out late Tuesday 
nigfit in the Terrace Medical 
Building; specifically in the 
apartment of Dr. Lesley 
Brooks. Several members who 
bad been attendinga meeting at 
ithe Terrace Co-op aeross the 
street from the medical  
building repgrted the fire at 
II: 15 p.m. 
Chief Owens said the fire was 
started by arsonists, but no one 
doctor that arrived to share his 
practice was also unavailable 
for contact. No one in the office 
would venture a guess as to who 
might have started the fire. A 
nurse said that Dr. Brooks may 
not be returning which leaves 
the case pretty well up in the 
air. However, RCMP and the 
fire department are 
investigating, Minor water 
damage occurred in other parts 
o f  the building. 
has been charged as yet .and 
[here are no suspects. Arson 
could definitely be proved as 
fuel was  spilled .around the 
premises and the firemen saw it 
before the evidence was  
completely destroyed. 
The damage estimate that 
comes from Chief Owens  is 
approximately $5,000. Dr..  
Brooks is presently out of town 
and could not be contacted. The 
V£ctor,~a~ B. C. 
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Furnitureand ebris lay outside. Dr. 
BrooKs office Wednesday morning. 
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after a fire gutted' the apartment in- 
side. Arson was named as the cause. 
City governments 
call for changes. 
Following the meeting, the 
president, said be was optimistic 
that there would be some form 
of rebate made after the end of 
the current fiscal .year (March 
31.', 1972) to those municipalities 
which have been •making 
regular welfare payh~ents 
under the cost-sharing formula• 
MORE OPTIMISTIC 
He quoted the premier as 
having told the delegation that 
welfare payouts this year have 
been somewhat lower than 
'anticipated, due mainly to a 
tightening up in the handling of 
welfare, greater efficiency, 
better policing, giving meal 
tickets rather than cash, finding 
lodgings instead of handing out 
money, and putting a time limit 
on the stay of single transients. 
"It seems we have been able 
to reduce the overall welfare 
caseload, particularly among 
the single person who 'is 
travelling," Aid. Broome said. 
"The anticipated increase in the 
number of transient welfare 
cases didn't material ize 
because we weren't quite the 
lotus land that we were the year 
before." 
- Resolutions which formed the 
basis for the brief, and which 
• were endorsed by" the 
convention in September, were 
Nos. 16. 3.5. 48, 50, 59, 62 and 78. 
AGENCY 
In respect of pollution control 
(48 and 50) the brief asked the 
The Union of B.C. 
Municipalit ies' 15-memher 
executive, accompanied by the 
executive director and the 
solicitor, on Nov. 25 presented 
the provincial cabinet with a 6- 
point brief requesting some 
amendments to existing 
legislation and changes in 
government policies, and 
calling for closer cooperation 
and liaison, between the two 
levels of government. 
The president, Alderman 
Ernie Broome of Vancouver, 
stressed that "in the course of 
the last few years the role of 
local government has become 
more difficult and infinitely 
more complex, particularly in 
urban centres. 
"Relying as we do. on real 
property taxes to provide the 
bulk of our income" he said, 
"we find this limited tax base 
unable to keep,.pace with the 
escalation in the costs .of 
services, including those costs 
imposed on us by senior 
government." 
The president emphasized the 
need to reassess all government 
responsibil ities and realign 
them to relate more closely and 
realistical ly to fiscal 
capabilities, 
Alter expressing: the general 
appreciation of local 
government  in B.C. to 
Municipal Affairs Minister Dan 
Campbell - "hisdoor is open to 
us at all reasonable times, and 
we get a lot of help from him 
and members of his 
Fallers 
return 
to iob 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
Falters at MacMillan Bloedel's 
Franklin River logging division 
on Vancouver Island decided to 
return to work today following 
the company's application on 
Wednesday for a court in- 
junction to force them back on 
the job. 
A company spokesmen said 
the '35 fallers were welcome' 
back on the job, weather per- 
mitting, but could not say if MB 
was willing to drop the court 
' action. 
Robert Banner, MB vice- 
chairman, said~, the company 
went to the 'cour ts  as a last 
resort, because ..a "handful of 
falters, in a'mood of anarchy" 
were closing down the woods 
operations, discrediting'their 
own union and jeopardizing the 
jobs of several thousand loggers 
and millworkers. 
The fullers walked off the job 
at the logging division near Port 
Alberni on Monday. to protest 
the dismissal of two employees. 
Mr. Banner said no valid 
grievance exists, adding that "a 
few people are manufacturing 
issues for their own purposes 
and are disrupting production 
at the cost of wages and jobs for 
their, fellow employees." 
Last week, MB and the In- 
ternational Woodworkers of 
America worked out an interim 
agreement to get local issues 
Model shown is that presented to 
council at a luncheon meeting on 
Wednesday. Council agreed to accept 
the plans and gave the architects the 
green light to go ahead with working 
drawings. 
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i 'Mayor for all,'. ! Centre model 
i s, ySJohnstone i approved 
In an interview with the 
Herald Wednesday morning, 
Mayor .Elect Lloyd Johnstone 
• stated ~ views on i~s~s that 
careful to ~ mention that;at flits. 
t ime he is.still speaking as an 
individual and will be-until he 
takes office the first:.week of 
January in the new year. 
Q: What do you have in mind 
for recreation facilities for the 
kids? 
A: We'll just have to wait 
until we can get a replacement 
for the civic/centre that was  
burned down, If it becomes 
necessary we might be able to 
provide a tenlporary drop-in 
centre, but it is my feeling that 
we  put all our dollars into a 
permanent building. 
Q: Aretheplans now final for 
the multi-purpose building that 
council approved in order to get 
the loan from the government? 
A: No  the plans are not final. 
We passed the by- law stating 
that monies had been applied 
for for a multi-purpose building 
because a by-law must be sent 
down to Victoria and approved 
before any money  is made 
available. 
Q:. What  is your idea on the 
future of Terrace? 
A: AS I stated before, I think 
that Terrace's trongest base is 
it's service industry. We serve 
people from Kitiniat, l~rince 
Rupert, Stewart, Hazelton and 
Smithers. There are large 
equipment companies base'i, 
'here, Finance Companies settle 
in our area there are banks to 
serve many more than just the 
people of the Terrace area. We 
are in the kind of situation that 
Prince George was in before 
they got their pulp mill. The 
cost of secondary industry in 
this area is just too great to 
attract many industries here. 
We should expand the existing 
industries and plan for growth 
,through our service businesses. 
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Q: What about the tam',st 
trade? 
A: Well, Terrace has a 
disadvantage in that the season 
only lasts from June until the 
end of September. Hut I don't 
think that we should he 
encouraging people to come 
here to deplete unreplaceable 
resources such as fish and 
important development in the 
next two years. 
Q: Mr. Johnstone, just what 
is this "group" that ~ you were 
accused ~ef l~ng'-if ffiember of.: 
A: In 1968, because~0f the 
apathetic attitude that existed 
about Municipal affairs, some 
people formed a group called 
Better Municipal Government. 
At that time I was a member, 
but the group was disbanded 
after the '68 elections and I am a 
member nf no such group at this 
time. As mayor, every 
individual will be as important 
as every other. My door will 
open at anytime to hear 
anyone's problem 
Howard 
requests 
views 
Frank Howard, M.P. for 
wildlife. Weshould concentrate Skeena, said to-day that he will 
on improving our. recreational 
facilities instead. 
I Q: Mr. Johnstone, how can 
we proceed with development 
without doing damage to the 
scenic beauty and ecological 
balance'of the area? 
A: Theanswer  lies in controls 
which can't possibly be taken on 
by the municipalities. We need 
more major reserve areas and a 
major park for conservation of 
wildlife between here and the 
• . Yukon. The Regional District 
can be quite useful in this area 
since it involves o many small 
towns. 
Q: What do you think local 
taxpayers money should be 
used for? Local taxes should go 
to providing local services. AsI 
stressed in my campaign, 
recreation will be  the most 
be attending a meeting in 
Victoria on January l lth along 
with other B.C. Members of 
Parliament and the Minister of 
Agriculture, Cyril Sbelford. 
The meeting was scheduled 
hy Mrr Shclford and will cover 
such matters as the importation 
of foreign foods, the effects of 
Preliminary drawings of the will be invited to view the plans 
planned civic centre were and the model Wednesday 
approved by council of Soutar- evening. "It seems like it will 
Condieand Associates proposal, have something for 
' r ' "  ' S  • and ,they= have. been .. given'., eve ybody., ...~_._ .atd .~. Mayor .  
permission to proceed ::. With ~'~. Jolliffe,->~but it :.should: be ''~ 
working drawings ready for stres§ed that these plans are 
t~nder. It is hoped that the just a proposal and  the final 
plans will be ready for tender by decision will• not be made until 
March  I. All members  of the work ing drawings  are 
council including the newly complete and  have  been 
elected members  were present decided upon. by the council- 
and unanimously approved the appointed committee that is wo- 
plans. The Terrace Art council rking with the architects." 
Fishing deals 
fail to work 
PORTLAND, Ore• (AP)-- In- 
ternational fishing agreements 
in the eastern Pacific "have not 
been successful," a federal 
marine resources official told a 
general session of a marine 
fisheries conference that ended 
today in Portland. 
David H Wallace, associate 
administrator for marine re- 
sources in the National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administra- 
tion, was summarizing discus- 
sions he led during .the confer- 
ence's first two days. 
Wallace said members of his 
group gave "a qualified yes" to 
international agreements de- 
spite problems with agreements 
off the Pacific coast of the 
United States. 
But he said it is becoming, 
more difficnlt o get cooperation 
from fishermen. 
"Fishermen are increasingly 
distrustful of (their) govern- 
ments," he said. 
One reason he gave for mak- 
ing ~nternational agreements i  
what he said is the need to put 
Two ,men 
Win u,t 
limits on fishing bocause "a:re. 
source can be wiPed . out before 
research can be done" with the 
technology now available td 
fishermen. 
Wallace led a group discuss- 
ing foreign fisheries problems. 
BAD MANAGEMENT " 
Another discussion leader 
told the final session the United 
States has "a history of mis- 
management, particularly on 
the east coast." 
Dr. Dayton Alverson, acting 
director of the North Pacific 
Fisheries Research Centre in  
Seattle, said science cannot 
solve all fisheries problems~ 
Alverson said scientists till 
disagree over why some species 
of fish have been depleted. 
Science "can provide infor- 
mal{on 2. but it will not provide 
finality," besaid.  "It will not 
necessarily provide the~ basis 
for international agreements." 
The involvement of social, 
economic and political prob- 
lems in the uses made of fish-' 
cries resources•., wo.uld ' keep 
science from. •solving interna*- 
.-tional problems 'in any case,. 
Alverson said. 
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Civic elections over the weekend 
required keen administration. Reports 
from Terrace • and Prince Rupert in- 
dicates success was in every corner, 
with the only criticism coming from 
losing candidates. Voters here are seen 
registering according to alphabetical 
ordinance. 
Charity considered small 
in pediatric fund drives 
VANCOUVER (CP)--A Van- 
couver company seeking dona- 
lions for the Lower Mainland 
Pediatric Society said Tuesday 
only about 25 per cent of the 
money raised will go to the 
charity. 
A. Dale Maclver, a director 
of both the pediatric society and 
Morgan Publications Ltd., 
which is conducting the drive, 
said salaries and overhead will 
amount o about 66 per cent of 
'donations received and his firm 
hopes to realize a nine-per-cent 
profit. 
Morgan Publications is cur- 
rently making telephone solici- 
tatiens on behalf of the pediatric 
society, to raise money to make 
np Christmas parcels for needy 
children. 
The society, which Mr. Mac- 
[vcr helped establish, was in- 
corporated under the provincial 
Societies Act in April and uses 
the same mailing address as 
that of Morgan Publications. 
The Better Business Bureau 
has received queries from busi- 
nesses about he telephone cam- 
paign and about invoices ent in 
for donations. 
Vince Forbes, general man- 
ager of the Better Business 
Bureau, said administrative 
costs for the United Community 
Services campaign amount to 
only about seven or eight per 
cent. 
"I would think that would be 
a more reasonable figure," he 
said. 
Mr. MacIver, replying to 
criticism by the bureau, said: 
"What the heck's a business 
for? You've got to make a 
profit." 
He accused the bureau of 
trying to create "a hot issue" 
to generate support for itself. 
Mr. MacIver said his firm is 
Alaska fisherman suffer 
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) - -  If 
the United States does not press 
for fisheries zone extension, an 
Alaskan official said Tuesday, 
there will be "death for the 
American fishing industry and 
disaster tn the Alaska fishery." 
Wallace H. Noerenberg told a 
foreign fisheries panel that a 
coastal nation trusteeship over 
its fishery and sea-bottom re- 
sources outside the present 12- 
mile territorial limit probably 
will emerge in this decade. 
• Noerenberg is the commis- 
sioner of the Alaska department 
of fish and game. He spoke to 
'one of six panels at the fourth 
conservation congress dealing 
with marine fisheries. 
He said there is hope for a 
mandatory forum resulting 
• from the law of the sea confer- 
Only eye 
fransplant 
can help 
ST. LOUIS (AP) - -  Tecn-ager 
Wilma Chestnut thought it was 
a bad dream. A man was slash- 
ing her eyes with broken glass, 
blinding her so she. couldn't 
identify him in connection with 
an apartment break-in. 
And then she woke up in a 
hospital room, not seeing. It 
was fie dream. 
When she awoke to darkness 
she had her roughest, period of 
despair, said her mother, Co|la 
Chestnut. 
"She told me about it; she. 
just about tore up the room,". 
said Mrs. Chestnut, adding that 
the next day the despair was. 
gone. 
The unusual aspects of her 
case brought donations from 
around the w.orld. Dr. Gene 
Barbour,'a director of a fund 
set up .to channel the money 
into education and rehabilitation 
for Wffma, said the total proba- 
blywillreaeh $1o0,000 soon. 
• Some. pel'sons haveoffered 
their eYes in case a complete 
eyetransplant becomes passible 
one day--the only way.Wilma 
would ever be able to see again. 
ence to be held in Geneva in 
1973. Under that mandate, he 
said, some species of fish would 
be harvested under supervision 
by the coastal nation, with other 
countries fishing under quotas. 
He said fishery zones could 
only be extended to200 miles, er 
some other limit, under an 
international greement at the 
conference. 
EXPLOITATION OVER 
A Canadian official said if the 
law of the sea conference fails 
to bring about a permanent 
solution to foreign fisheries 
problems, there will be a race to 
extend offshore fisheries 
boundaries. 
L. H. Legault, head of the law 
of the sea section of the 
Canadian department of ex- 
ternal affairs, told the confer- 
ence that nations have to act to 
preserve their own fish re- 
SOurces. 
"The day of unregulated, ir- 
rational exploitation of marine 
fisheries is clearly over," he 
said. "The day of the UN super- 
agency has not yet arrived. 
"The international trend •is 
clearly in favor of greater 
recognition of special interests 
and preferential rights ef coast- 
al states." 
i 
considering getting out of char- 
ity drives because of criticism 
from the Better Business Bu- 
reau and handling other public 
relations work. 
He said the current drive had 
raised about $2,000 so far, but 
the firm hasn't raised any 
profits to date and is not likely 
to in view of adverse publicity. 
Mr. Maclver said his firm 
had conducted two earlier, un- 
successful, campaigns to raise 
funds for pediatrics equipment: .. 
in Prince George Regional Hos- 
pital. 
In the first, he said, the hos- 
pital received about $150 of the 
approximately $1,400 raised, but 
the firm actually lost money 
after paying wages and •ex- 
penses for its telephone solici- 
tors. 
Mr. MacIver said he could not 
remember the total of the sec- 
ond campaign, but hospital ad- 
ministrator Colin Elliot said he 
had been told the hospital would 
receive about $480. 
Mr. Elliot said the hospital 
does not endorse the pediatrics 
society. 
Vancouver 
lo d fails 
{or works 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  The 
city's failure to obtain federal 
winter works funds is a problem 
for the British Columbia 
government te solve, the fed- 
eral government says. 
Mayor Tom Campbell re- 
leased Monday a let.ter from 
federal Manpower Minister 
Otto tang in reply to Mr. 
Campbell's protest over the 
exclusion of Vancouver from 
Ottawa's $21 million winter 
works program. 
Mr. Lang's letter said the 
matter had been discussed with 
federal Finance Minister Edgar 
Benson and added: 
"This matter is being drawn 
to the attention of officials of the 
province of British Columbia. 
However, I must point out that 
.this is a matter of Provincial 
responsibility." 
Interior pulp mill 
in shutdown dispute 
KAML00PS, B.C. (b-'P) -- A disagreement over a pair of 
coveralls brought asimmering labor dispute into.the open here 
Tuesday with the sht~tdown of Kamloops Pulpand Paper Mill.:i 
The entire operatibns staff of 225 were out of work by noon 
Tuesday after the company shut the mill down in retaliation 
against a walkout Monday by 97 maintenance workers, all. 
members of the International Brotherhood ofPulp, St~phite and 
Papermili Workers. 
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Uncertainty casts shadow on Ca l,: 
is just how you will be treated. You 
will be fingerprinted, asked for alias', 
relieved of your belt, tie, shoelaces, 
and personal possessions, allowed 
one phone call, and be placed in a 
cell. In the morning, your breakfast 
will be slid under the bars of the cell 
door. You will find the night harrow- 
ing and have plenty of time to reflect. 
In the meantime, your wife and-. 
children will be worried, distressed 
and slightly modified. •
3 Fines Thearrestingofficer's 
report,corroborated 
• ' " .... TI'IUIL~DAY, DECEMBER :' 
Let's be optimistic and assume 
you don't have an accident. Or hit 
any parked cars. Or speed• Let's as- 
sume you stay at the party longer 
than you planned and had three or 
fourdrinks-enoughtodrink to make 
you legally impaired. All in good 
fellowship, All without malice. And 
for some reason, you are stopped, 
Hero's what to expect: 
1Breathalizer  o,,ce off,- cers are ex- 
• treme~y adept at spotting impaired 
". drivers. There are dozens of telltale 
clues. If you are suspected, you will 
be asked to submit to a breathalizer 
test, This is mandatory and refusal 
can result in serious charges, If you 
have consumed enough to give you 
":a ,08 reading, you ~anbe charged 
, with.impaired riving. 
• 2!  J a i l  Very likely, you wil l  be 
jailed overnight, For the 
" - average citizen, this is a terrifying 
experience, Impaired driving comes 
undo1" the Criminal Code;and'that 
• '•• : .  . • 
tures used for many years by. " In somecases the explo~'atlun re ta .~ could .be guilty 
Canada's natural resource in- and" development projects: misleading advertising a= 
dust r iee  could be declared wou]d not have proceeded l f  the. subject to severe penalties ew 
crimes by the'new competition parties had not got together{ If he did not" know the a 
policy, regardless of the extent, The proposed law would af. vertislng placed on the produ 
if any, to which they limit com- feet .small business cub- by  its manufa,cturer w~ 
petition, stantially and in many ways. A.: misleading. ' 
by your breathalizer eading, wil l  
normally result in a conviction. The 
number of convictions is increasing 
every year. Over 12,000 are expect- 
ed In British Columbia alone dur- 
ing lg71. If the Judge lets you off 
with a $250'fine for the first of- 
fence, you Can/consider yourself . 
lucky. For having'accumulated ten 
penalty points, the Su perlntendent 
of Motor Vehicles will assess you 
a charge of $25,00 which will be 
used to pay for public information 
TORONTO (CP) , Uncer- 
tainty about he timing and ex- 
tent of economic adjustments in 
the international monetary and 
trading systems has cast a 
shadow on Canada's otherwise 
good prospects for 19"/2, the 
president of the Canadian 
Imperial Bank of Commerce 
said Tuesday. 
J. P. R. Wadsworth told the 
bank's annual meeting that 
Canada and many other 
countries will need to make 
complex adjustments resulting 
from the Aug. 15 shifts in the 
United States economic policy. 
On the plus side, he said, the 
Canadian economy isshowing a 
good deal of strength. 
"Much of the stimulus is com- 
ing through increased con- 
sumer spending; people are 
buying more cars, household 
durables, clothes and non- 
durable items," he added. 
Bank chairman N. J. Mc- 
Kinnon also told the meeting 
that the withdrawn federal 
Competition Act should not be 
reintroduced without a serious 
study of "stulifying restric- 
tions" it would place on growth 
and development of Canadian 
husiness. 
He cited adjustments 
business' must ~nake next year 
to a vastly changed tax 
structure, as well as fun- 
damental changes in labor laws 
and in laws affecting com- 
petition. 
COULD BE CRIMES 
Mr. ]VlcKinnon said joint yen- 
have a happy new dishwasher 
An automatic dishwasher can save your wiie from the hand-wrecking, time-consuming job of 
washing thousands of dishes a year. And it can wash them hygienically clean in water too hot 
for her hands. The holidays are coming. See your appliance dealer for a wifesaver. 
B.C .  HYDRO -~'~, 
messages like the one you are now 
reading.Add to this the $50 to sever- 
al hundred dollars you'll spend on a 
lawyer and you've dropped quite a 
bundle. 
4 S,spensi0n Even if you 
have never 
had sO much as a' parking'ticket in 
thirtyyearsof driving, you can expect 
to have your right to drive review- 
ed by the Superintendent of Motor- 
Vehicles.On'hisjudgement and your 
driving record,your suspension may 
be one month, .three months, six 
months, or even indefinitely, 
5 In_ .r ne= The costs don't 
" ' "u 'u"u~ 'stop at" fines 
.and lawyers. When;yoUr insurance 
company hears all about it, your 
insurance premium will be sur- 
charged, That means your Insurance 
rateswill soar until, you can prove 
yourself'a good risk again. That 
couldtake years if you have no more 
problems. And here's.another point 
to ponder. Had you injured or killed 
A malntenan~:e'employee was, . suspended Fr iday for three'! .i. ~'' =_i'!i • .- .,,.','. ...",,. --~.- . ~ "" : • • 
days-for leaviag the inill with a pair of company coveralls . .,, " . .  . . . .  
without signing for- them. The union protested that  • the 
suspen ion was made without giving an opportunity ,e ra  .. ':,L : .. r,m"--"' dnnk ,  dom  
hea~ngandcalledthemalntenancecrew°ffthej~b " .... ' " r" '~'i" '! :'~ ~;~'~":"~ :'~i~ "" "~i ":':" 
": :,.~':,~ .spok~ .esm~ for .Weyerhause~ Canada Ltd,. owners  of the ,.,• ' ..... ::,: :•:, :; .:' .,.C,~;~: ~:•'::~,;,Fi,-•:;":~,~ ,,' :. • 
mu,,saidthesnut®wnproceduresbegan,t41~mMondayand' . i : / : , '~  ...... ',~/;9~ :::~-~ / :i? ~,~ i~ i!. ! i ~ '~"  
. . . . .  :~ , "  ' ' ' ' ' ' "  '. " ~ '~'~' "~"" '~ '~ 'P  " - " " ' "  ' ' . i .*;;:~ '. " " 
• were  colnpleted ;:y noon  Tuesday . . .  ' . ...... . . .:v '""~ ..... ;~" •~; ~':"v~;~;"~?;~"~'>'•C=~:~ :• :" ',- ':'O; ' vemment :e f  Brit ish @olumhin . "  
. . . .  ~ze  dispute involves, amOn other thin • e, un ions  . . . . . .  : ,  ' ' '  ~ . . . . .  ' . . . . . .  ~ q •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  g; . ' @,  . ~ . . . . . .  '~ . ~: .  : ,~ :  ~. ~.  C~: .( . ;>, : := .r~; ~ ~,~  : %q :  :. #~ Mon. LeslleR. Peterson,(ZC,. 
reslstancetocompanyplanstorequiremaintenancepnallshifis . : . .~  ~:.. ~ !~.,,i~ ;;.?..;> , ,  . i~ : ' .  , ' :~ Mot0r-Vehicle Branch ~(~.~t~. i  • i. , Attorn6y.Generel . . .. 
in th,  expanded mil l  operations, . . . .  ~'~-~*v~ • ,.'.,: :' •'•',' " " '  ' '~. ~.~.~"" 
" f " '  , ' , ,, "-~'~,,~:i': .... 
someone while impaired, your 
liability coverage was void anyhow. 
Your insurance company will pay 
the claim, but they may demand re- 
payment from you. 
6 Publicity Criminal courts 
swarm with court 
reporters, In some smaller-conl- 
munities, your convlotlon will make 
front page news, .They will list the 
details of your ~irrest, trial, convic- 
tion, breathalizer eading, fine and 
suspension, They will print all this, 
along with your name and address: 
for all your friends and business as- 
sociates to read. It is the coup oe 
grace you can expect about one week 
afte'r the trial. .:i 
These are the hard c01d facts of 
how a jovial evening can turn into a ": = • 
nightmare.The police haveseen too • " 
.r many dead children to have mbch = '-. : :!~'~ 
patience.The courts have heard too 
many:tragedies.t~ give you m0ch 
mercy:And that's the way it is, • " 
. ,  ' : , .  L ; .~ . I~ , . : .  ' 
- .,.. 2 . "•  
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Mixed/. ' Fred!;: ' ' ' I . ,  .:': ...... : ", .~."i., . . . .  ,.; ,; ./+,~:-,:,:, +:-_~.~i,::~ + ,:,::.,:.,. ;:~,;;. 
boWling i Herald ~ ; ~ ~  . . .  ': : '  i- :(' i:i~!::'i :.( '~. ,: . " IPRESENTS . ~:  .'~' '! . : i  ' t  ! . . . .  i . : : .  .( ' : 
n ?  pox~Editor ~ + + ~ ~  beforel Ini[he]aStthe C ristmasnight Ofbreak~V]ingln T h b  FutUra  C(  lo r  TV-StereoCombi nat ion ,  i . . : i .  
i + I t~wesho ,dchangeth is  =e+Tueeday+ night - Mixed ' i::.. :,i: i'!!~:i~i:!! nY WESTINGHOUSE i: ~~ : !  - .  : 'I'+''~'~L'I 
i column to Spo~- I~ at this league, ~r land  Tire .~orviea 
i flme of year. Everything is rolled the high team mple with MOOEL CK+~O + +, ~: ;i/'i::+ +!i~i! *,. i :  . . . . . .  
shutting down for the holidays, a-3346. High team Single was .Cs,.mparel+ Here's a new conceprin'-' 
1324, 5y O'Br!ea Insurance . . .  Seems like there are other 
sporting events for the happy 
season. But do not fear ; I 'm 
~d~ing to sneak into the movie. 
eatre with my cameral and 
keep track of the necking:: i 
scores. ' ' 
Tis the season to be' jolly. " 
There are manyhousewives 
who feel, rightly so, that 
Christmas shopping in itself 
rates coverage mn the sports 
page.. Here is the announcer 
calling the play by play in a 
department store during the 
holiday rush: " 
"Welcome to Yancy's Fancy 
Store, this is Call McPlay along 
with my colleague Zoot Suit, ~ 
here to bring you the action as 
we see it in the finals after a 
tough week of play-offs. Todays 
first action pits Mrs. Marge 
Bumper against Yancy's most 
agile salesgirl, Franny Finesse. 
The doors are open and the 
gameison. Bumper puts a goo~ 
move on the doorman and slips 
by into the foyer to size up the 
field. Her shifty eyes scan the 
rapidly filling store and she sees 
an open slot to the lingerie 
counter. With a quick stutter 
step she straight-arms a little 
old lady and then-oh wow folks- 
she l~ulls her famous hip-bump 
as she sends three other 
shoppers crashing to the floor. 
What a move: 
She has a blocker in front of 
her but the hole is closing and 
bhe will be shut out if she 
doesn't pull something. Yes, 
yes here it comes, the move 
we've all been waiting for. She 
reaches in the air and grabs a 
hanging chandelier lamp, takes The report is terse: 
a running leap, oh the beauty of "Victim mistaken for game -
it sports fans, lets loose with a moose. Fifty yards -quick shot. 
Tarznn yell and pounds her Killed fellow hunter. Age 31." 
chest as she flies through the air Why did it happen? 
up and over the mob of shoving "They're trigger happy," 
shoppers and lands with a crash says Paul Presidente, co- 
on the top of the glass counter ordinatorof the hunter training, 
holding the nighties, conservation a d outdoor safety 
Frannie. Finesse was alert a- 
nd noticed the move; she quick- 
steps backwards, spins around 
around throwing another 
salesgirl into a pile of bras; then 
dives for the counter the second 
/ 
High men's single and trip5 
~/ent to Nelson Gillis of 
(',edarland with 324 and 817. For- 
[he gels it was Donna Graf of 
[he Deadheads with 344 and 728. 
Action will resume, in 
Ianua/-y. 
Adele Dallaire, salesgirl in the small motor repair 
shop of the Co-op, f ires up a skidou now that  the 
weather  is fine. The Herald encourages 
snowmobi lers  to let us know about your  c lub's  
plans;  races,  trips or just messing around. 
HUnter training 
to stop,accidents 
THE FOREST FLEET 
The B.C. Forest, Service has 
its own fleet -- about'50 craft of 
mrying sizes. They're used on 
akes, rivers and along the coast 
m petrol' vessels, and for the 
ransportation of equipment 
md personnel. 
A MIN I  U.N. 
The B.C. "Forest Service is 
dmost a little U~ited Nations. 
tmong its porsennel there are 
teople whose original 
iomelands include Turkey, 
lermany, Japan, India, 
'ortugal, China, Hungary, 
'oland, New Zealand and 
australia - to name a few. 
• total I:ome entertainment ?centres 
.for the seventies. The Whole world 
.of home entertainment in  one' 
brilliantl1~.conceived modern '  
• cabinet. Giant screen color TV has 
many extra features: Black Matrix 
26" pi~ure tube for the highest 
standards of.color brilliance; Auto 
Tint electronic flesh tone color 
correction; Automatic Fine Tuning 
(AFT) ; illuminated VHP and UHF 
channel numbers; Astrogard- 
protection system. Stereo has built. 
in eight.track cartridge tape player 
and AM-FM-FM Stereo radio tuner. 
Two speaker enclosures can be used 
as an integral part of the set (as 
abov.e),.or used separately (photo 
beside). 'Six acoustically.balanced 
speakers (independent of TV sound 
system). .  Component record 
changer can be added if desired. 
Illuminated stereo control panel 
with slide-rule tuning, balance, bass, 
treble, function selector and volume 
controls. 
Terrace 4434 Lakelse Avenue 
+I" ' ~ Co l+ +++ 25" or " ~" ,  "ST.00 +~+:+ 
, .  We don't carry a dozen brands .of color TV but 
You can be sure..• if itS; ( ~ ,  • Westinghouse 
See F red 's , .  yore- '  Color TV $pe¢i.lis~ 
school board night school 
classes. 
However, on April 1, 1972, 
successful Completion of the 
program and the passing of an 
examination will become 
program of the Fish and 
Wildlife Branch. "They are 
moving through the bush with 
butterflies in their stomachs. 
They are so keyed up that at the 
first sight or sound of something 
Bumper crashes through it. ~,, - bang. 
Breathlessly, she leans forward ~ +. The answer'?. 
looking a t  Marge pilod:~in "a:i~ "+"~,~!m,~'~+~';. ~'~ o r .~ . .  
'~__l . __ 1 . i  Ai J  AIA . . _  i i0 , , , l _ _ . j  +~_ . .  .ml ,  mlml"  .wH~ev l lo ,  w l l l ld l i  K , I I~ I I "  
t ;UU I IWr  t lUU ~ l t t~y~,  UU~I~I .  Ut te r ,  OW n 'nh i l i f i~  nnr ]  l tm; tn t ;nne  
Mrs .  Bumper, is there wi~t~e'an~m~';'~",,]'~:2~'~'~? 
• i,,~11 l l l&~lO I;~llll.dll ~,l[J[ I1~1~ I•, i |q~lf  something I can show you. o,.o k,,.,; . . . .  ~ ....,~, ,~^ are hunting, and with the 
outdoors generally. Only then 
can they develop the 
recreational potential that 
hunting pro#ides; they can be 
relaxed and keep their tool. 
They'll be sure of their target. 
They won't make that quick 
shot." 
Instituted in 1969 on a 
voluntary basis, the hunter 
training, conservation and 
outdoor safety program has 
been conducted in co-operation 
with outdoor organizations and 
THE STORE WITH THEIR  OWN SERVICE  SHOP 
P 
Phone 635-3630 Kitimat - At Marshall Wells Phone 632-3632 
, .  : : . 
ii SALE DATES ii!~i 
BEG, 16-17-18i 
mandatory for all resident 
hunters 14 years of age or older 
applying for a hunting lieenee 
for the first time, and for all 
resident hunters aged 14 to 18 
regardless ofwhether they have 
previously held a hunting 
licence. 
Also on April I, gun llcences 
~ :~ =h: ~ ~•F•.  '¸ ~> 
CO-OP 
Put more colour in your l i fe this Xmas! 
PAGE .3  
School D is t r i c t  No. 88 (Skeena.Cass ia r )  
Department of Continuing Education 
INSTRUGTORS WANTED 
.. Instructors are required for the second semester (January 
24..March 30) in the Continuing Education programme. 
Anyone who would be interested in teaching a course l i the 
evening on any subject should contact Hugh Power or.Elaine 
Pa rmenter. Courses are offered in the following areas: , 
Hobbies 
Fine Arts 
General Interest 
Academic subiects 
Business Courses 
Miscellaneous Courses 
The crowd is quiet and tease 
as all eyes focus on the judges 
perched on the mall balcony. 
The first card comes up. "8" it 
reads. This is going to be a good 
score. The rest of the cards are 
turned over. Marge Bumper, 
last years Grand Shopping 
Queen has scored and almost 
unbelievable 4? points. It will 
be difficult to beat. 
• Marge received the points on 
the strength of her Tarzan yell. 
We haven t seen anything like it 
since (be championships Of 1934 
when that grand old pro, 
Masher McGillicuddy, brought 
two brahma bulls into Yaney's 
with her to clear a path. 
Hold it folks, there's a fight in 
the stationary department. For 
that action we switch you 
to , , , , ' , , , "  
Actually I prefer.the softer 
sports; gentle sports; the kind 
that gentle people can play. 
Like heeke3 or pro fee,ball or 
bronc busting or elephant 
wresting, rll leave those 
violent sports to the women. 
TREE-MENDOUS GROWTH 
In 1960 the" B.C. FOrest 
Service planted about 137,000 
trees in the Vancouver' Forest 
District. In 1970 the total was 
7,200,000.... and it's expected by 
1973 the reforestat(on program 
in the one district will reach the 
ZS,000,000-tree mark, 
" 7 m , ~ " ~ • • i ,  ' 
w~l~e]yb~omen. . .~for  '~  * ' Hntaohn , Hntaohn 
all non-huntlng use of:firearms. ~i ,  ;~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , ,,,, 
i s  a"~o- fO|d : 'pu~; ,  *~ys '  ~ ' :  . . . . .  ' -  ~sn inur  . . . . . . .  ~m . . . . .  ; ",r . " * . * : '  : ~a 
Presidente. "Safety, of coui'se,' O~ . w ,v , ,v . , ,  . . . .  I ' " an' .'a 
but also the enhancement of ~ i . .  gall' 
hunting as a'rsoreation." : ~ T g ' ~ • ' 
"The gun licence is for those ~ mi l l  ~, MODEL CSU 691 
who don't hunt butr enjoy ~.  ~. . 
org~ized target sboodng. The ~,  MODEL CFA-440 I LY  ~ 
'plinking' - and it also includes ~ SPECIAL  ON 
reqmrements for obtaining un ~ E 
licences will be the same as ~ ©o¢: r iA !  rt~ iV  at ~ i~ ~i~ A A 
those for obtaining hunting ~a .~r~,.,,-,,.. v~, . - ,  e~ . ~ ~ '  U U u-/, 
,,oo.oes... I 
hunting accidents, says ~ Features lS" or l02 square inch viewing screen, m ' q ~ J . ~ l ~  I .17" or 145 square inch viewing screen. : ". ? '~  
Presidente, that they are ~r.~ lO0 percent Transistor ~ F m l ' " I " V  .~_ . Automatic degauzing system for clear steady image 0,, . . . .  ~j~ 
difficult to assemble and give ~ Automatic one touch picture setting. " w X . Set and forget Memory Fine Tuning ,~v,.,,.,~. ~9", 
meaninginl portrayal. - _~ Instant picture and sound. BUDGET TERMS ~ . Automatic one touch picture setting-. TERMS ~1~ 
i ~_ Set and forget Memory Fine Tuning ~ . 100 percent transistorized' • , i ~" 
n _~ Light weight portable. AVAILABLE. i "  Light weight portable with real wood cabinet. " . AVAILABLE. 
i ~ •.CO-OP VISCOUNT 13 CU. FT. ~ . - , .=  .A  i ' = 
n , . . . . .  , . . . . . ,  ~ u.m ],oapee. ~. 
j~  rnuolFRlDGErngg ,~t Era  "'1 ' P~ ! ntunsmo e,ke 
l ~ Frost Free Section holds up to 115 t~ 10 S--ed Derailleur "-.-e -ears ~ 
I ~ I':=' if;:Zeunb:?rdays 1 i pamc:ni :hri:nt; °ntr0l;]q~ u 
For further information contact: 
HughPower at 63s.3033 or 635-6531 
or 
Elaine Parmenter at 635.2344 
I;[. , $99 ,00 .  I s.i.L88,88  
~ ~ ~:~:~ . . . .  6 Piece 
. :* Dutoh Oven + . * .  : | r . . . .  ~i~!~ i+ ~I  '~ " 
L . . . . .  d r ~ ' ~  ' ear  Set  
~ ~,ern~°i~e-T~P;}:a~u:~C::kn':~:;rc:tm°;;teAt~;~c:i°V;ef~r~-- pp.ciated g i f t ,  ideal ~ i BBaere;~tg:g~:::nSs'81.5°-f°z?~er':~S::S f;dt°l~ner~C°k:' g~::~(:Y gl~as~:"  '" i " i . , .  | 
• n nn " christmas gift, . . . . .  ee ee 
' ' " "~ R ..... ~•,,i Romin~on / 
4;  A° tn°n  : 
Features: 2 close.shav!ng heeds, 6~po~itlon'comfort. ' .,' "" 
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OUR OPINION 
Seasonal thoughts 
One day a few months ago a power 
stoppage prevented the signal lights 
from working for a few hours in the 
downtown area. An impossible time to 
turn left off Lakelse, you might hink. 
But no, the drivers during therusbhour 
were courteous and understanding. 
Just one of the advantages of living in a 
small city such as Terrace. 
There's no doubt about it, wint.~r is 
here. Piles of snow in the middle of the 
streets and along the aides are causing 
some vision problems; the intense 
cold, some battery problems, and the 
ice, some slipping and sticking• Again 
Terrace drivers are showing their 
thoughtfulness and concern for fellow 
residents. The rash of motor vehicle 
infractions and accidents hat might be 
expected, simply have not occurred. 
Christmas, a magic word; visions of 
sugar plums, bottles of booze, piles of 
resents and parties, parties, parties. 
you're in a gift-idea stew consider 
this: Someone once said, "the best gift 
is a portion of thyself". Perhaps K is 
the ONLY gift. 
You can give away a little smile to 
your fellow exasperated shopper at the 
cash register; you could offer a ride 
home to one whose inebriation has 
reached the danger stage; you could 
lighten the holiday tasks of our public 
servants by keeping the walks clean 
for postmen, being cautious with 
flammable trees so that the firemen 
can also have a merry day; and you 
might ry smiling at a Mountie instead 
of grimacing. 
A restaurant chain in Vancouver is 
offering free coffee to drivers during 
the holiday period, for warming up, 
waking up and sobering up. Perhaps 
our local eateries could follow their 
example. 
Good cheer causes a chain reaction 
and it all comes back to you. 
Report from ParliamentHill 
FRANK HOWARD, M.P. 
These last few weeks has seen 
the Conservative Party do a 
complete about face from the 
days when John Diefenbaker 
was its leader. 
With John Diefenbaker it was 
clear that the Conservatives 
were a pro-Canadian'Party. 
Maybe they didn't do much 
about it when they were the 
government but John 
Diefenbaker's position was 
clear. 
Now, with Robert Stsnfield as 
the Conservative leader, that 
Party has become a force in 
support of further foreign 
domination of our economy. 
On Thursday, December 9th, 
Robert Stanfield virtually told 
the House of Commons that he 
was prepared to sell any part of 
Canada, to anybody, at any 
price. 
He w~s speaking on a motion 
moved by David Lewis, federal 
leader of the New Democratic 
Party, that: "This House calls 
on the government to institute 
without delay policies and 
programs designed to arrest 
further expansion of foreign 
control of Canada's economy 
and to regain control by the 
Canadian people of our natural 
resources and manufacturing 
and service industries in order 
to assure our country's 
independence and jobs for 
Canadian workers and to enable 
Canadians to shape their own 
national identity and social 
values." 
It is well known that we in the 
N.D.P. have been Canada's 
strongest advocates of doing 
things for 0urselves, of making 
sure the wealth of Canada be 
used to benefit Canadians, of 
removing our industry from the 
domination of those foreigners 
who have no allegiance to 
Canada and who don't even live 
in our country. 
The approach that Robert 
Stanfield used in the House 
wasone which showed that he 
doesn't have much lath in the 
inventiveness of Canadian 
businessmen and also showed a 
certain lack of knowledge about 
the amount of money that is 
available in Canada for 
investment in Canada. 
For a long time we in the 
N.D.P. have been pointing out 
that there is no lack of money in 
Canada and that we really don't 
have to go outside of the country 
to find large sums of money 
unless it is money that is 
borrowed. Government has 
been festering and promoting 
the idea that we have to go to 
other countries for money• 
Herb Gray the Minister of 
National Revenue agreed with 
this contention of ours when he 
spoke on Mr. Lewis's motion 
and this is the first time that I 
know of when a Cabinet 
Minister of any government has 
actually admitted that we were 
right all along• 
The important point now is - 
: what do W~d0'ab0ut R. If the 
Conservatives have their way 
we will be owned and controlled 
to an even greater extent by 
foreign basded companies than 
is the case at the moment. 
The Liberal Party, as is 
almost traditional by now, is 
putting out the occasional feeler 
to see how far they should go in 
the direction of getting the 
control of our economy back 
into our own hands. 
But the Liberals appear to be 
sbowing no leadership while the 
Conservatives certaily are, but 
they want to lead us even 
further into being economic 
slaves to every other country in 
the world• 
Foreign ownership could well 
be an important issue during 
the next election and e, as 
citizens, should be following the 
ideas put forward by political 
parties with great care and 
attention. After all Canada 
should be for Canadians and if 
you and I want to keep it that 
way we don't want to elect 
someone who is going to, or 
likely to, betray us. 
Beaut i fu l  Dreamer , . .  
IIII 
, / ' :  ' :~.  ; : :  : : A *CNR " man came 
i l  ~;i::* ; intO"'  the" Herald the 
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~ other day U~et about a pair of 
"i : ' pictures "ha, appeared on Page 
l .M~day's issue. He said that 
we had been misleading in 
saying •that the  broken 
telegraph.pole was potentially 
dangerous, ince the pole was 
on:private property. Hmmm, 
seems :that the electrocution 
accident hat  occurred out at 
Twinriver, and- st i l l•under  
investigation, was also .on 
private property.. I t ' s  well 
known that kids often take short 
cuts home from school through 
private property. Not' a good . 
reason in our opinio n, CNR. 
XXXXX 
Some thought thedrive to the 
pelh service was very cleverly . 
organized and helpful to. one 
candidhte i whose i name 
happened'to be pasted "on the 
" front and back of one of the ears 
used to*drive those without 
transportation to yeritas Hall. 
All in all the get-out-the-vote 
campaigners and the residents 
should be congratulated on the 
fine 60 percent urnout. ' Way 
higher than any other 
communlW'in the area. 
t XXXXXX 
A letter signed by A third 
generation Britisher ;and  
carried in the Thursday issue of 
Dear Editor 
Watching the elections with 
great interest, and exercising 
my vote too, I find it most 
befitting to send you this article 
entitled "Winners & Losers", 
especially since over the radio 
this morning Mr. Johnstone was 
quoted as saying something 
about "there having to be a 
winner and a loser - being the 
democratic way." -True, but 
that quote is just the beginning 
of the game called "Winners & 
Losers"• 
In spite of the  s tormy 
weather, the voters were 
• determined to have theii" voice 
heard-  and for Terrace, this is 
just wonderful. What Mr. 
Johnstone bus to bear in mind at 
all times, is that 840 votes of the 
1774 votes cast for Mayor were 
for his opponent - therefore,'all 
840 persons will be watching 
him very closely, watching him 
lead the town council 
DEMOCRATICALLY. Now on 
with the game. 
"Very interesting" as the 
comic says on "Laugh-In". 
Yours truly, 
A Democratic-minded voter, 
WINNERS k LOSERS 
A winner says, "Let's find 
out"; a loser says, "Nobody 
knOWS". 
When a winner makes a 
mistake, he says, " I  was 
wrong"; when a loser makes a 
mistake, he says, "It wasn't my 
fault". 
A winner credits his "good 
luck" for winning - even thougb 
it isn't good luck; a loser bl- 
ames his "bad luck" for losing -
even though it isn't bad luck. 
A winner knows how and 
when to say "Yes" and "No"; a 
loser says, *'Yes but" and 
"Perhaps not" at the wrong 
times, for the wrong times, for 
the wrong reasons. 
A winner isn't nearly afraid of 
losing as a loser is secretly 
afraid of winning. A winner 
works harder than a loser, and 
has more time; a loser is 
always " t~ busy" to do what is 
necessary. 
A winner goes through a 
would prefer both; a loser 
would rather be liked than 
admired, and is even willing to 
pay the price of mild contempt• 
for it. 
A winner feels strong enough 
to be gentle; a loser is never 
gentle - he is either weak or 
pettily tyrannous by turns. 
A winner respects those who 
are superior to him, and tries to 
learn something from' them; a 
loser resents those who are 
supei.inr to him, and tries to find 
chinks in their armour. 
A winner explains; a lose~r 
explains away. 
A winner feels responsible for 
more than his job; a loser says, 
"l only work here". A winner 
says, "There ought to be a 
regarding the sternwheeler 
"Essington" and your attempt 
to make her part of this towns 
early history.. 
The only "Essington" of 
which I am aware was the snag 
scow "Essington" used at the 
mouth of the Skeena in the early 
days to keep the lower river 
clear of drift logs and other 
debris which got caught up in 
the gillnetters nets. She only 
came up river as•far as the 
fishing limits, which was about 
where the power line from the 
Big Falls pot, or plant up the 
Ecstall r iver crosses the 
Skeena. The Essington never 
navigated the upper river. 
Also Terrace was never the 
birthplace of an sternwheeler. 
the i Herald brought a 
tremendous response from our 
readars accusing the man of 
racial discrimination, It seems 
proper that he man in .question 
• who asked that his name not be 
:used come forward at this time 
and identify himself. The 
election i s  over, Mr. Third 
Generation. The votes have 
been counted. You had your 
say. Now why don't you stand 
up and be counted. 
Program 
given grant 
KINGSTON, Ont. (CP) - -The 
Whig.Standard says the govern- 
ment has allotted $35 million for 
the federal Opportunities for 
Youth program in 1972, an in- 
problem; aloser goes aroundit, better way to do " '" a it , loser When the boats stopped their crease of $10 million, over this 
and nevergets past it. says, ".That's the way it's trips up the river in 1912 year's pilot project. 
A . w inner ,  makes ~ alwaysbeen . . . . . . .  done here.. . . . . .  Terrace was just a collection . . . . . . . . . .  of ~t The newspaper says an ofh- 
commitments; a loser-, makes ,.~ A 'winner paces himself;..a ,about a :dozan .houses '~nd Ctal announcement is expected 
promises. A winner shows he's loser has only two speeds: shacks and was not even a this week. 
sorry by making up for it; a 
loser says, "I 'm sorry," but 
does the same thing next time. 
A winner knows what to fight 
for, and what to compromise 
on; a loser compromises on 
what he shouldn't, and fights for 
what isn't worthwhile fighting 
about. 
A winner says, "I 'm good, but 
not as good as I ought o be"; a 
loser says, "I 'm not as bad as a 
lot of other people". 
A winner listens; a loser just 
waits until it's his turn to talk. 
A winner would rather be 
admired than liked, although e 
hysterical and lethargic. 
Written by Sydney J. Harris, 
newspaper columnist 
LETTER 
Dear Editor, 
I don't know •where you get 
yotw information on the early 
history of this valley and the 
Skeena river but your batting 
average for accuracy is just 
about nil. Your last concoction 
of errors concerns the news 
item in your issue of Dec. 9th. 
landing place for the river 
beats. 
How do I know? I was bern in 
Port Esaingtnn and have lived 
in this area for 66 years and saw 
the beginning of what is .now 
Terrace and it was a railroad 
town from the.beginning, not a 
shipping pert.. 
For Pete's sakeget  your 
information at least partially 
correct before reminiscing 
about something of which you 
are totally in the dark. 
F. Frank 
State Secretary Gerard Pelle; 
tier, the minister responsible 
for the program, .had expressed 
reservations about the 
program.• In a speech to the 
Canadian Council on Social 
Development last fall, he said it 
benefits an  "already privileged 
section of. the community." 
The minister said it could be 
argued that the program em- 
phasizes disparity by "offering 
the mainly middle-class tudent 
the opportunity odo something 
interesting and exciting during 
the summer 
Science, you and me, continued 
I 'm o~ten told" by my 
colleagues that my vision of the 
world and the use of science.is a 
warped one which overplays.a 
pessimistic view. But I wonder, 
is my concept of reality so far 
out of line? I wish it was. 
I would suggest that the way 
our society operates, with its 
biologist approaches a 
government official and states 
that there*is a class of embryos 
which can be predicted at the 
time of conception to have a 
high probability of never 
completing high school, not 
passing above the poverty level 
of income, becoming involved in 
from Minister of science and 
Technology Allistair Giltespie 
to ~ Senator Msurice 
Lamuntegne, the author of a 
study on Canadian science 
policy, to Science Council 
President O.M. Solandt are 
proposing such a review. So 
/ 
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destiny. Even our branch plant happiness and beauty cannot be 
radicals hout "off the pigs" or examined'in the same way that 
"right on" and our brnach plant •science examines fruit fly 
reactionaries act as If our behavior. Yet how'oftendo.we 
university .students are 'put people down by saying, 
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that" Canadians are better or or *'You're taking it 
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emotional or taking something perhaps it will be. the national border permits us, 
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A wailing siren and a clanging 
bell on a beautifully restored 
L930 Hayes-Anderson fire 
engine started a two day 
meeting in the Hotel Vancouver 
on December 6th. Gathered 
together for the first time were 
dealers, branch managers and 
sales representatives of Hayes 
Trucks Ltd. They came from 
all across Canada nd the U.S. 
President Jack Curcio, and 
members of Hayes executive 
staff were on hand to greet he 
'more than 60 delegates who 
'arrived for this 50th 
tanniversary celebration of 
'Canada's largest and oldest 
custom-built" heavy-duty truck 
manufacturer. Curcio's 
opening message pointed out 
that all indications are that the 
optimism regarding this old 
Canadian company. 
The busy schedule included 
seminar style meetings where 
v~embers of Hayes engineering, 
productions and parts 
depar tments  •discussed 
procedures, ideas and industry 
trends with the delegates. The 
new dumper-mixer heavy-duty 
truck and a ne~w cab-over- 
engine unit were shown for the 
first time. The emphasis was on 
communication with great 
participation by delegates. 
Hayes Trucks Ltd. has gone 
through many metamorphoses 
to reach its present level of 
success. Fori~erly the Hayes- 
Anderson Motor Company, it 
commenced operation in 1922 
its name to Hayes 
Manufacturing Co. Ltd. and 
moved to its present location on 
Second Avenue. The company 
has just changed its name again 
to Hayes Trucks Ltd. which 
curcio feels is more in keeping 
with their'real position in the 
market place. 
Hayes have contributed 
numerous firsts to the trucking 
field and continue to this day an 
intensive program of 
engineering develoPment, 
which contributes to the 
remarkable r putation enjoyed 
by the company. One of their 
. proudest boasts is that every 
single HDX (extra heavy-dutY) 
truck is still on the road:- Some 
of them have close to half a 
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highway logging trucks on the 
west coast. Using this as a solid 
base the company has entered 
such diverse fields as the 
construction industry, with, 
dumper-mixer and low-bed 
tractors, the oil industry, with 
big HD units carrying pipe, and 
the mining industry, with 'large ! 
ore carrying trucks. Curcio is = 
when it pioneered the million miles on the clock. .custom-,built heavy-dutY trucks 
Canadian trucking industry has development of the west coast Curcio feels that his compan's are required Hayes Trucks Ltd. 
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man is ready for a pass or to move in and put the 
rebound into the net. 
Minor hockey week is coming up early in the new 
year and the young hockey enthusiasts are hard at 
it. This breakaway has the position and his point 
Delvecchio act hasn't changed 
in 21 years, only th cast 
In the night's only other ac- 
tion, St. Louis Blues bowed 4-2 
to Toronto Maple Leafs. 
The Leafs return home to- 
night to face Pittsburgh Pen- 
guins. Elsewhere Montreal Can- 
adiens visit Los Angeles Kings, 
Philadelphia Flyers move into 
New York against the Rangers, 
Chicago Black Hawks entertain 
Buffalo Sabres and St. Louis 
visit Minnesota North Stars. 
Delvecchio, a 39-year-old su- 
perstar who played the best 
years of his career in the 
shadow of his buddy, Howe, was 
ready to retire before the sea- 
son started because of reported 
changes in his status. 
The long-time centre and cap- 
tain of the Wings said he had al- 
ways been a regular "and I 
want |t to stay that way until 
the day I retire•" 
Doug Barkley, who began the 
season as Detroit coach, and 
general manager Ned Harkness 
saw things differently. 
Thy looked on Delvecchio's 
39-year-old legs as battle worn, 
unable to "keep up with a 78- 
game schedule," said Barkley, 
who no longer coaches Detroit. 
Barkley planned to use Del- 
vecchio primarily as "an extra 
man" on the power play and 
killing penalties. 
The Red Wings finally 
acceded to Delveechio's wishes 
and he has ben one of their few 
remained seven behind fourth- 
place Toronto. 
The Leafs capitalized on de- 
fensive lapses for the second 
straight game in handling the 
Blues at St. Louis. 
Jim Harrison and Dave Keon 
each scored their ninth goals of 
the season in the first period at 
the expense of St. Louis' de- 
fence to snap a 1-1 tie. The 
Leafs took advantage of loose 
defensive play to stop Buffalo 
by the same score Sunday 
night. 
It was St. Louis. first loss at 
home in seven games and came 
at the hands of a.Toronto team 
that alternated effectively he- 
tween a tight-checking ame 
and wide open skating. 
B_y_government .. 
/ 
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 16, 19 
InvestigatiOn d Minor Hockey.• 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  A decision "As such, we have the choice are in eenflint wl~ his educe- ently In Can'ada,: the 
of utilizing these Games to the 
maximum advantage for sport 
at all levels or simply watching 
a great sports spectacle come 
and go without scarcely amur- 
mur." 
He announced more financial 
aid to sports governing bodies to 
allow them to hire technieal 
asslstants--who would devote 
themselves tothe improvement 
of coaching, officiating and 
competitive programs. 
Mr. Munro also revealed 
plans to dress up national area- 
tour sports championships by 
holding several in one city in 
years when the Canada Games 
are not scheduled. 
Mr. Munro said the provincial 
representatives were. in full 
agreement with a federal work- 
ing paper outlining "abuses 
prevalent inamateur hockey in 
Canada." 
LIKES DECISION 
He was pleased, he told a 
news conference after the 
closed meeting, at the decision 
to form a federal-provincial 
committee ofpublic servants to 
look into the abuses and suggest 
remedies, including either fed- 
era] or provincial egislation• 
The working paper said: 
"There is a growing fear that 
young hockey players are being 
treated as chattels• 
"Sometimes a boy is com- 
pelted to move away from his 
normal environment to pursue 
exclusively, or almost exclu- 
sively, a hockey career. 
"The young player may well 
find that he demands of hockey 
ttonal pursuits, partieulaHy In 
the midget and Junior 
classifications." 
ABUSES LISTED 
Some of the abuses the com- 
mittae will investigate include: 
--Lengthy schedules, ..+such as 
70-plus games played by OHA 
junioFleague teams; 
-.Contract arrangements in
junior hockey which appear un- 
fair "since it is really an out- 
right professional operation 
masquerading under amateur 
rules;" 
--Control by professional 
hockey over the rules of ama- 
taur hockey through the agree- 
ment between the National 
Hockey League and the Cana- 
dian Amateur Hockey Associa- 
tion. 
The working paper expressed 
concern that the newly-formed 
World Hockey ASsociation 
would lure boys to turn to pro 
hockey even earlier than than 
now permitted. The age now is 
20 years. 
REJECT NON.PROSPECTS 
Amateur hockey also turned 
its back on players 16 years or 
older with no pro prospects, the 
paper said. 
Also to come under commit- 
tee scrutiny were hockey 
schools "which advertise the 
active participation of hockey 
stars who, in reality, often 
spend little or no time at the 
Schools." 
The conference also was  told 
that Canadians fared badly in 
• fitness tests taken independ- 
States and Europe. 
"information available 
gests that Jack Canuck, 
once fit and sialwart folk fl 
to launch an investigatl0n i to 
amateur hockey and establish- 
ment of Sport Participation 
Canada, designed to lure 
Canadians away from their 
television sets and on to the 
playing field, were highlights of 
a federal-provincial conference 
on sport and recreation 
Tuesday. - . 
Participation Canada, desngned 
to lure Canadians away from 
their television sets and on to 
the playing field, were 
highlights of a federal-pro- 
vincial conference on sport and 
recreation Tuesday. 
The investigation i to ama- 
tear hockey is to cover the ef- 
fect of lengthy junior hockey 
schedules on the schooling of 
the players, contracts which 
bind 14- and 15-year-olds to 
dubs, the $60 weekly pay to top 
juniors, and hockey schools. 
Sport Participation Canada, 
under the direction of former 
prime minister Lester Pearson 
and Philippe de Gaspe 
Boaubien of Montreal, is aimed 
at improving the physical fit- 
ness of millions of Canadians 
who do not take part in any 
sport or physical activity, 
Ministers or their officials re- 
sponsible for sport and recrea- 
.tion in every province also were 
urged to promote participation 
in the 1976 Summer Olympics in 
Montreal. 
Health Minister John Munro 
told the conference he was con- 
fident he Olympics "will be the 
greatest sports event ever held 
in this country." 
Wild brawl could add to 
fhe coffers of the AHL 
Elsewhere, Nova Scotia Voya- 
geurs travel to Providence 
while Tidewater Red Wings are 
at home to Baltimore Clippers. 
Mike Hyndman and Don Mar- 
cotte.each scored twice t'or the 
Braves, Garry Peters adding 
the fifth. Don Saleski, Rick 
TH IEF  TAKES 
NEW YORK (AP) =-- As 
Asburry Smith, 55, and blind, 
MacLeish and Rene Drolet were 
the Richmond snipers. 
At Cincinnati, the Swoi'ds 
moved alone into fourth place in 
the Western Division paced by 
two-goal efforts from Keke 
Mortson and John Gould. 
By IAN MacLAINE 
Canadian Press Staff Writer 
Veteran Alex Delvecchio used 
the National Hockey League 
stage Tuesday night to do his 
thing, the same act he has been 
performing for 21 years. Only 
the cast has changed. 
For the first 20 years he set 
up Gordie Howe goals. With 
Howe retired, after 25 years 
service at Detroit, Delvecchio 
continues the same chores with 
an assortment ofcharacters. 
He helped on all four Detroit 
scores Tuesday night before the 
curtain came down at Vancou- 
ver's Coliseum on a 4-3 Red 
Wing win over the Canucks. 
Allouettes move 
back to McGill 
"Now we'll be able to offer 
people 2g,000 good seats, 
whereas we had only 10,000 be- 
tween the goal lines at the Au. 
.tostade," Berger said. 
From the public's viewpoint, 
Berger said, the Autostade, 
with only one access road and 
all the seats a good distance 
from the sidelines, had proved a
consistent producers. 
HELPS REDMOND 
Against heCanucks he set up 
iinemate Mickey Redmond for 
two and Al Karlander for the 
winner. 
Defenceman Dale Tallon, 
whom Vancouver coach Hal 
Laycoe has experimented with 
on right wing several times this 
season to put some punch into 
their offence, scored two for 
Canucks. 
However, it weni for naught 
as the Wings padded the!r fifth- 
place standing to five points 
over Vancouver in the East but 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
If American Hockey League 
president Jack Butterfield ever 
looked enviously at the mint be. 
stowed on National Hockey 
League coffers by Boston 
Bruins, he has found bis own 
Boston bank roll now. 
Boston Braves, Bruins' AHL 
affiliate, took a page from the 
parent's book Tuesday night 
when their game at Boston Gar- 
Harrison sent Leafs into the den against Richmond Robins 
lead, movingeffortlessly around ended in a wild brawl. 
defenceman Carl Brewer and When the ice had cleared of 
all players from both teams, 
two game misconduct penalties, 
three majors and four minors 
were assessed. Other players 
face league action for joining in. 
Butterfield will have to await 
the official report before pro- 
ceeding further. 
The score wound up 5-3 for 
the Eastern Division-lead- 
ing Braves. Cincinnati Swords 
defeated Providence Reds 6-3 in 
the only other league action. 
Tonight the Robins return 
home against Cleveland Barons. 
left a Brooklyn supermarket he 
was approached by a young 
man whose voice, he said in- 
dicated he was in his 20s~ ' " 
.... As  smith"later +'irecounted, 
the youth told him: "I'll lead 
you and help you carry the 
packages." Smith accepted and 
thanked him. 
As the pair started up to 
Smith's fourth-floor apartment, 
Smith recounted an incident 
last Christmas• 
"A fellow offered to help me, 
but when we got here, he pushed 
me into the elevator and ran off 
with $14 worth of food." 
MONTREAL (CP) -- Before 
the 1968 football season began, 
the owners of Montreal AI- 
ouettes decided to move their 
Eastern Football Conference 
club to a riverfront stadium on 
the site of Expo 67 from McGill 
Stadium. 
Tuesday afternoon, the AI- 
ouettes announced that they 
centre Garry Unger at centre 
ice to victimize Blues' goal- 
tender Jim McLeod. 
A similar fate awaited Mc- 
Lead on Keon's goal when 
team-mate Bob Plager allowed 
the shifty Toronto centre to 
skate in unmolested. 
Three fights interrupted the 
game, Harrison and St. Louis 
defanceman A dre Dupont rad- 
• ing shots at 16:44 of the first pe- 
riod and Toronto's Ran Ellis 
tangling with Barclay Plager 
just over a minute later. 
may be lees fit than Uncle Sa ~, 
--who should he fat and futile I~ 
now," said a,speech prepar~ 
for delivery by Mr. Pearson b( 
read in his absence by I~ 
Beaubien. 
"Both are less fit than ill 
peoples of other countries th~ 
have been tasted; not only thos 
we often think of as old a~ 
backward Europeans, but ah 
even peoples whom we call poc 
and undevloped." 
MILLIONS OUTSIDE 
Millions of Canadians n 
longer take part in any spor~ 
"One result is that the fitnes 
activity levels of the great mas 
of adult Canadians are now e~ 
tremely low; as low as thd 
lounging chair from which yo~ 
can 'watch on TV superme~ 
playing in suPer bowls for supel 
money," said Mr. Pearson'= 
text. 
Sport Participation Canada'= 
theme will be "the mass in 
volvement of people in the areJ 
of sport," Mr. Beanbien told tht 
news conference. 
"It will have a campaign tt 
motivate Canadians to stop 
doing passive things and get in- 
volved in doing things physi- 
cally. 
"It will encourage people to 
get out and do things that are 
happening in their communi- 
ties." 
HIS T IP  TOO 
"Now I'm not about to pull 
that on you, friend," Smith 
quoted the young man as saying 
as he carried $17 worth of 
groceries. , , , , ,  ~+,,,, . . . .  
, ~:At the,+fourth,floor .:landifig,i i 
Smith handed his 'helper,a" $f 
and said "Thank you". ' 
The man bolted down the 
steps with the groceries - -  and 
the $1. n 
IDAILY CROSSWORD • • • by R. A. 'POWER j 
"41 Pointed a gun 
1 Part of 42 Outer garment 
Hispaniola worn by Roman 
6 Fastened with matrons 
needle and 43 Of limited 
Hea l ing  Substance :  
Shrinks Piles 
Exduslve healing substance 
prove• to shrlnk hemorrhoids and 
repair damaged tissue. 
A renowned research institute has 
found a unique healing substance 
with the ability to shrink hemor- 
rhoids painlessly. It relieves itching 
and discomfort ia minutes and 
speeds up healing of the injured, 
inflamed tissue. 
In case after case, while gently 
relieving pain, actual reduction 
(shrinkage) took place. 
Most important of all--results 
were so thorough t at his improve- 
meat was maintained over a period 
or many months. 
All this wasaccomplished with a 
healing substance (Bio-Dyne) which 
quickly helps heal injured cells and 
stimulates growth of new tissue. 
Now Bio-Dyne isoffered in oint- 
ment nnd suppository form called 
Preparation H. Ask for it at all drug 
stores. S~isfaet.iop or your mqney 
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_mayer_ rues , Hesaldtheelubwasarrang- ' I~  ',++l!ll)~lJ~ H=+'~ VSl~'~]  :,I l l! l[ ..~'o.+o~'~.-=.,~¢ I I + I I I. I I  ""+=I 
ing for shuttle buses to run bo- 1~'" , . (  INT~I-L.I~mN'F. I ""1' NICE: ~LLY r'l ITALk~ING TO A RAI~OT rl I--q z F~z..*¢ ~ I 
BETHANY, Ill. ¢AP)--Ahigh tween'thestadlumandtheelos- I +"~-+~...~_m_m~?.I + _ ' : -~,_>, ' - -<' l  I+ ' - - - ' - - _ _~._ -~ ' - . -~ I  I '--~,,:~'-~++ ~_/+ I P' I l ' I' : I : +I ' l '  + l 
school basketball plaher col- est  subway stop at University ] _ . .~_~A~ 3,,~.1 "'-~ ~ +'" ' / _  / I I| ^~ " .~=~ .. I I .~ ~l ~ I 
lapsed and died Tuesday nlght St., two bloeks south of the stad-' I ~ ~  ~.~,~Z)I  ~ ~ ' ' l  I | .~ IL~ ~ I . I  " ~  ~, !~ I I+ l l  L I+ I ' m I 
during a game between Arthur into. . I ~I~ .%'=t --+~"-, I -~  "~L-1~ _~_1 l++il~=~ .~ _ - , I I  +~+f-- .~2'.+~+-~ I ~a: l -+  l~ + I~ '  i.++ I. 
and Bethany.. HealBoBa|dtheolub:wUlask , ~ ~ ~::~+ , d~l l  J~ i~ _~,.'~1 p; . . .m~;~.  ~b= I~'~k.~, ' - -  ~ '~ '~ [ I+ . ,  , m l l 'E ' l l ++Is DeadtsRickHelton,  15, of thee l ty to l f f tno -park ingrc -  I ~+}~M I - i  \ :~  I -~b I r l l l~~ l+.--'3r~ . l . i  .~ +/'ii +-711~ =+ : n ~  I . .  
Arthur. ' strictlans ln the urea on the day 1. I1" ~~'V%, I  11 • ~ ~ I~+ U". ~IA/  ~ '1 I t "  ~ o - ln l~/ .~, l  
MoultrlCount.y coroner Art ofagame. . '  . . . .  , ~ ~ " ~ " ~ _ ~ n  ~_r - _ -~.  ~ / , g ' ~ l  I | ~ ~ [ [ ~  '~" (1  ~ ~;~"  (~ s5 
Palmer said the boy apparently "All things considered, it's ~ ~ )"]1 ~ ~=',J'~ Jn7  ~-~ 1~~,~ ~ ~ I / -~ ,~ '~ l~ ~,~t~] ~ I 
died of a heart attack. 
Witnesses aid the Helton totheAutostade. Traffiecontrol I ,~ , "<XI  ~ t L,,~I <\ ~:/<) ~1 ~ | .~ +1 I +~,J~%~ , I~  I / ' Y  4 i '~x2~. J l  ! X """I I I ! I: youth played almost the ent|re was n0trgo0d at the Autosta& L :~"~. /~__~l~t  x~,~,~ ~./'~,~ I _ . . ~ _ ~  I~  ~;~X~!L! i _ '  ~ t~Y~M M, '~__~+~cl  ~ I I 
first pi~rlod, went to the bench andit,sonlyrgolngt0r'getwor~.,, ~ ~ ; I  ~ . . ~ - ~  ~ ~g, . l  i ~ , ~  ~k ' ,~ l~: l  I I i I ::l 
. . . .  : ~ i . ~:~:;' 
£ 
• i 
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TRE HERALD 14-Bus iness  Persondl  20 .  Furn i tu re  fo r  Sale . i36 .  Wanted .  Misc ,  47 .  Homes fo r  Rent $7 .  Automobi les  Davey worried 
3212 Kalum Street. WATER WELLS Terrace, ,C .  ~ New & Used furniture & I want some riders to help me 3bedroom house for rent. Phone For S-ale - 1967 Rambler 
P.O. Box 399 ' Appliances. Discount. pri~s, cut expenses to Vancouver. 635-2471 (P-81) Ambassador, 4 door sedan. P.S. • 
Phone63$.63b'7 Cell your locally ownm company FAMCO Homes. 635-6174 9 am - Phone 635-5790. (P-82) • & P.B. requires automatic 
to servevoubetler.'Allwork 6pm.(CTF) • .48 Suites for  Rerlt transmission work. Se]lingas about monopoyl National Advertising " guaranteed. ' . " 
Armst rong- -Dagg , CLEARWATER DRILLING Washer-Spin dryer in excellent+ 41-  Machinery for sale - is. Phone 635-6595. (CTF) 
RepresentatlvesLtd. . . I.TO. One bedroom furnished apt.,  For Sale 1964 Rambler Western Regional Newspapers Hwy. 16 Ebst Terrace, B .C .  COildition. Phone 635.4270 after 5 
207WestHastlngsStreet Phone,-d106 p.m. (C-50) NEW AND USED TREE clusein. Traflerspacesavailab- Ambassador. $300. In good + + . + 
le. No' dogs. Phone 635.5350. running condition winter tires. Vancouver, a.C. . Svenln0s 635.3676 • FARMER SKIDDERS VOLVO (CTF) MONTREAL (CP) - -  Senator his impressions ofthe Canadian 
Publishedflvedaysaweek. Member " Keith Davey said Wednesday media aryear after the Senate of the Canadian Dally N wspaper CI~.,~ OUT SPECIALS A'l END.LOADERS Phone 5-2321; (aft.) 
Publishers Association and Verified. PIANO TUNING - Robert B. " that if the federal government committee released its report. Full range of new and used Tree 2 Bedroom suite with stove and 
Circulation. Spears, 891-Paquette. Phone FRED'SFU~ Farmer SI~idders- fridge. Very comfortable - Quiet _§$- Trailers does not do something soon The report recommendedtbe 
635-7391..If no answer leave • working couple only. Private . . . .  : about group takeovers of news- creation of a press ownership Subscription rates Single copy 10 • ALL SIZES cents. Monthly by carrier S!.75. name and number at 635-2318 A Christmas gift for her- J  entrance- low rent. Call 635-5738 For Sale- 8 x 20 Nashua electric papers, there will be no inde- review board to examine fro- 
• ' ' ' stove, fridge and heat. Phone pendently-owned papers left in p)sod sales and decide whether Yearly by mall in" Canada $25. (P'50) Westinghouse Dishwasher - New and used Volvo Front End - Immediate occupancy. (STF) ,.635-6595. (CTF) 
Yearly by mall outside Can~a $35.  GENERAL ROOFING $2T7.00 Canada. they should be prevented in A Westinghouse lf.cleaning Loaders- ALL SIZES For Rent in Thornhill at 968 + 
• No job tab big . Mountainview Blvd. 1 and 2 For Sale - Almost new 12 x 66 The chairman of the now-dis- terms of community interest. 
When his report was released Authorized as second class mall by Nojobtoosmalt range, a special Christmas ALL PRICED TO SELL .... bedroom furnished units. Genera l  mobile home. 3 banded specialSenate commit- last December, 60 per cent of the Post Office Dept., Ottawa ne gift only $397.00 in Avocado r 
for payment of postage in .cash. See your roofing specialist Gold. Electric heat. Phone 635-2577 or bedrooms, utility room, carpet tee on the mass media said that Canadian dailies were group- ~ - " ' STEVE PARZENTNY 19" Portable Color TV only Contact us at: Apply 4702 Tuck Ave. (CTF) in livingroom and master recent acquisitions by two controlled, he said; 
. groups show that the trend to The Halifax Chronicie- 3 Persona l  ROOFINGCO. LTD. ~t,7.00 Vancouver 321-6811 ' bedroom. Winterized and 
General Roofing (Bonded) 24 Westinghouse Color TV Prince George 635-7181 Two bedroom basement suite skirted. Phone 635-7881 (C-81) chain control of newspapersre- Herald, criticized in the report 
Phone night or day 635-2724. only ~97.00 Kamlo0ps 372-5262. with fridge and stove. Working 
' - for what was described as its Our Waste-Full Society. (P-90) (CTF) : -+ Chesterfields up to 20 percent ROBERT MORSE CORP. LTD. couple preferred. $110 per 1970 Doube Wide Knight trailer mains strong. 
Are you sick and tired of being ALLANJ. McCOLL off and as low as $147.00 for (C-51,60,75,85,-3) month plus Hydro. Three for sale. Size 20 x 48. Fully bl cks from downtown u nished and setup a C2 - 653 MORE PURCHASED low calibre of journalism, is 
sick and tired? Let Alcoholic NOTARY PUBLIC two piece set. Available Dec. 15th Phone 635- Columbia. For appointment to . With the purchase of the "noticeably better today than 
Anonymous e help you: 4646 Lakelse Ave. Bedroom suite eniy $127.00 fc ~ - Rooms for Rent  3455 No Pets. (CTF) view call Mrs. Hollman at 632- Belleville Intel l igencer and before," he said. 
Meetings Phone635.7282 three pieces. 6165 from 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Cape Breton Post by Thomson The board  co~d have re- 
. and the viewed any of these sales as AlanonsmeeteveryWed.8p.m. Res.635-2662 Bunkbed set - Special onl] Room for working man with 2 bedroom furnished suite for and 632-7344 after 5:30 p.m. Newspapers Ltd. 
Skeena Valley Group every Terrace, B.C. (CTF),~ $137.00 complete witl Kitichen and livingroom rent. On Queensway. Phone Priced to go $13,800. (C-5) Windsor Star and Brantford well as the Toronto Star's pur- 
Thurs., 9 PM: mattresses, facilities. Close to town. Phone 635-3131 (C-82) Expositor by Southam Press chase of the Toronto 
Terrace Fami ly  Group every Good news for Terrace and Dirmette suite- 5 pieces $67.0< 635-4294 or 5-7037. (STF) Sat., 9 PM Kit imat area. St. Michaels Rockers and Recliners as lay One bedroom furnished For Sale- 12 x 51 Mobile home. Ltd., the figure is up to 66 per Telegram's subscription lists • Fully furnhised. Priced for cent. for $10 million, Senator Davey 
All meetings held in the ;~d fameus brand name ladies ~s $57.00 and $67.00 OSBORNE GUEST HOUSE basement suite. Heat included, quick sale. Phone 635-3221 (P. The greatest significance of Comfortable rooms in quiet Separate ntrance. -Available 81) "If~he government doesn't do said. 
Library Building at Kalum wear, as well as childrens and USED GOODS SPECIAL residential area. 2812 Hall Jan. 1, 1972. $135 per month, something soon, there really the report "is that Canadians 
"Lakelse Ave. menswear, now available at the Street. Phone 635-2171 (CTF) Phone 635-292I (P-82) Mobile home for rental would be no point because there have become aware and con- 
For information write Box Boutique l,ternationale, 4616 2 only. Stereo sets, like nay [ Basement suite, unfurnished, 2 purchase. Phone 635-4043 (C-80) will be nothing left to do," he carried about their roles as con- 
564, Terrace, B.C. or phone 635- Greig Ave., Terrace, next door condition only $137.00  THORNHILLMOTEL [ bedrooms, w-w carpet, said. sumers of media," he said. 
2B30 or 635-3448. (CTF) to the Central Flower and Gift Hoover Spin-Dry washer, like & COFFEE SHOP fireplace. Phone 635-6940 (P-50) 66 - LoaQs The senator was speaking to Public interest in the report is 
• Shop. St. Michaels famous in new only $109.00 Housekeeping Units students at Dawson College on reflected in demands for him to 
Mr. & Mrs. C. M. Adam wish aH London and Paris and in many Used Hide-a.bed only $97.00 Propane bottle filling Two bedroom basement suite speak about it across the coun- 
their friends in and around centres of the world imported Used Chesterfields only $97.00 Pacific 66 Gas and Oil close to schools and downtown. MORTGAGE FUNDS try and that it has been com- 
TerraCeChristmas anda verYa HappyMerrYNew frOmlnternationaleBritain tOexclusivelythe BoutiqUein Used TV's from $37 and up. Highway 16East (CTF) For information Phone 635.5262. AV.~ILABLE - - "  - - t "  R ec; -e  IMetciy sold out • 
Year in 1972. (C-80) this area. Also coming for the Many more specials at ~ (P,81) f ~  
fall season beautifulwools and - Effective immediately Winter Borrow up to $25,000 | ~  
]4  - Business Personal tweeds imported direct from FRED'SFURNITUP~ rate, sleeping rooms only. For Rent - Nice and clean 2 FROZEN PUMPKIN 
Scotland. Come in and see and CENTRE Cedars Motel, Phone 5-2258. bdrm. unit for small family, APPLY  PIE 
' compare this value style ~.. 4434 Lakelse Ave. (CTF) unfurnished. No pets allowed. ~ E  Units in Thornhill area. Phone ASSOCIATES REALTY 3 cups Corn Flakes or 
' quality. 635-3630 (CTF) V4 cup Corn Flake Crumbs i d . q ~ o  ~ , ~  | 
For th state 635-6668 after 7 p.m. (P-81) CREDIT CO. LTD. Service with~out O ~ n  Boutique Internationale, 4616 FLYNN APTS. . 3/4 cup whole pitted dates I ' , U ~  j "  
Greig Ave, Terrace. Next door 32 - Bicyles, Motorcyles Furnished rooms and furnished V4 cup water 
call to the Central Flowers and Gift apts. Cooking facilities 49 - Homes for  Sale Suite 3 - 4564 Lazelle Ave. //4 cup regular margarine or 
Shop. For Sale - 1971 Ka~'asaki 500 cc available. Phone 635-6658. Phone 635-6387 butter Pack Your Kit Wen 
PRUDEN & CURRIE LTD. (CTF-T) 60 h.p. 3 cyl. 5 sp. Transmission. (CTF) For Sale By Owner-3 bdrm. 1 tbsp. granulated sugar -For  SurvivalI 
Excellent condition. Phone 635- house centrally located on Scott Le~,~! • One-third cup chopped nuts The ability, of families to 
"Realtors" Live music for your holiday 3635 (P-50) HlllsideLodge Ave. Only 500 down. " Will - "get away from it all"-into 
the solitude of wilderness 
celebrations-Dick & Eevan 4450LittleAve. handle with B.C. Govt. second LAND REGISTRY 1 cup canned pumpkin areas in our northern states 
4641 Lazelle Ave. 635-6371 . Walker -Genera l  Del ivery 33 ,  For 'Sa le .  Misc.  Sleeping i!~ooms,• housekeep~g mortgage. Phone 5-3888 for ~,~ c~pb~wn'.sugar, . . . . .  ;and'~canada-hasmuch.to do 
(CTF-3) . i .)Terrace.,.No,:reasonable Off r H'--~'dcar/ved.w e'ts.arldp-'~ses un~L~"~ centr.M..l~/l°cat.~l-,'~ fdH 'further de[ntis. (P-81) * '  ACT firmly pacR~q~ . . . .  with the booming popu)arity fu'.r~sh'~i.'~'e~sb~al~|e"~"[~ ..... ~ , .............. ,,,.+. . - . . . .  .P,E:--Certfficate-.'of Title No. 
_ ,refused~, (P,84)",.~ . . . . .  + " for sale~ Genuine,Leather: week or  month. Non.dr/nket~s 51 - Ousi l less Locat ions 78505.I toLot 5, Block 5, District ~ tap. salt+:f .... ' , :  of snowmobiling. 1 tap. cinnamon . . , There 'are few+~gbts to 
TERRACE EXCAVATING BEAUTIFUL Lot 611, Range 5, Coast District, ~A tap. ground cloves • compare with the grandeur.of 
" ' ]9 - Help Wanted .  r Phone 5-4393. (STF) only. Phone 635-6611. (CTF) Plan 3080 a huge stand of towering, 
Complete septic syster~, | [ ~ l  Omces, heat and lig~ Inci~ed' WHEREAS sat/sfacterypronf V4 tsp" ~utmeg snow-lade: trees or the stark 
installed. Backhoe work by [ - Male & Fenlale For Sale-Portable, electric Gv'A'TEWAY MOTEL Phone 635-3147 and 635.2312 (CI"F) of 10aS of the abov~ Certificate 1 quart vanilla ice expanse of a wide plain 
the hour, or contract. | COMMISSION AGENTS full or" organ. Ideal for groups Phone . . . . . .  of Title issued in the names of cream, slightly softened stretchine to the horizon uu- 
For free estimates call 635-1 part-time required by Co. 635-5008 (C-84) REDUCED RATES 52 - Wanted  to Refi; Samuel Harrier and Gladys 1. If using Corn Flakes, crush get ~m ~, ,p winter mantle. 
3065 (CTF) specializing inAIR CHARTERS Irene Edna Horner, Joint into fine crumbs. Set, aside. Being "away from it all," 
& TOURS. Work from own For Sale Trailer unit and Monthly, weekly. Vancouver couple requires 1- Tenants has been fried in this 2. Measure dates and water however, means also that you 
TERRACE RADIATOR& home. Further information: kitchen facility for 60 room One and two bedroom suites bedroom suite in Terrace from . office, notice is hereby given into saucepan; cook o~er low often are far from shelter 
Write or call EUROPA construction camp. Wilisell as Phone635.5405 (CTF) January 1st-heated, Cooking that I shall, at the expiration of heat, stirring frequently, until a and help in an emergency. 
I~AT'rEltY TRAVEL SERVICE LTD. Tel. whole unit or inpart. Equipped facilities, preferab)y furrdsbed, one month from the date of the soft paste is formed. Stir in For this reason, the reerea- • tion counselors at Mercury 
& RAYS SERVICE 688-6842 NO. 6, 1132 Robson St., us follows: Walkin freezer and 47 - Homes  for Rent  Reply giving details to Box first publication hereof, issue a margarine; mix well. Remove snowmobi les  recommend 
4910 Highway 16 West, Phone Vancouver B.C. (C-80,81) cooler, meat cutting equipment, Number 713-The Herald. (C-81) Provisional Certificate of Title from heat. snmngly that every snowing- 
635-2310 or 635-4264 bakery oven and mixers, 3 gas KEYSTONE COURTAPTS. in lieu of said lust Certificate, 3. Add Corn Flakes crumbs, bile carry a well-sleeked "sur- 
vlval kit," For your winter tune ups plus 20 - Help Wanted - cooking ranges, steam kettles 1, 2 & 3 bedroom deluxe suites. Young man, handy with tools, unless in the meantime valid granulated sugar and nuts to 
and pressure cookers. Scott Ave. Terrace. needs I bedroom place to live. objection be made to me in date mixture; mix thoroughly. Its ideal contents are oh- 
the winter servicing of Female Complete cafeter ia -sty le  Heated Swimming pool for- CanOe in need of repair. Close writing. With back of tablespoon press vious to most outdoor-off. 
radiators and new battery sales ' ented families, but they do 
and service see Al or Ray. Open CASHIER-TYPIST serving apparatus, and many tenants, totown. Sensibly priced. Not DATED at the Land Reg/stry mixture evenly and f irmly bear repeating from time.to- 
daily from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. (C other miscellaneous items. All Phone 5-5224. (CTF) overS100. Phone 635-6357 during Office, Prince Rupert, B.C., this around sides and in bottom of 9- time: 
runs Tues & Thurs. ) - Do you know someone who is theseitems as listed are located ~ working hours. Ask for Doug. 29th day of November, 1971, inch pie pan to form crust. For the machine, be sure 
ambitious, who prefers in Masset, B.C. and will be sold KALUM GARDENS [ (STF) A.D. Chill.- to carry an extra drive belt, 
For your Radio and T.V. interesting and diversified as is-where is. Contact Jonin 3 bedroom townhouse with[ P.Ferm 4. Measure pumpkin, brown exzra spark plugs (and a 
Repairs, Phone 635-3630 across office duties? Then the variety Western Contractors, P.O. Box stove and fridge. Some with | Young man requires 1bedroom (C-70,75,50, Deputy Registrar sugar, salt and spices into wrench!L add other tonsil 
from the Legion. of work here adi0ng our group 289, Masset, B.C. Phone 625- carport and shag carpeting. I house, apt. or cabin for Jan. 28 85,89-3) of Titles mixing bowl; mix thoroughly, nana toms so minor repairs 
FRED'S FURNITURE of friendly, career-minded men 3394. (C-82) Rent $185 per month and up. | or 29 for minimum of 1 year. Add ice cream; stir until may be made. 
Apply No.8 4514 Scott or phone[ Prefer within 5 miles of B.C. First aid supplies are a 
(a division of Fred's and women should have special For Sale - 1 used automati(: 635-7320. (CTF-3) Vocational School. It doesn't FOREST ROADS smooth. Pour into chilled Corn must, of coume, and also 
Refrigeration) (CTF) appeal washing machine in good | need to be fancy, :just warm. A major responsibility of the Flakes crumbs crust. Freeze carry a compact ent, ground 
-.You wiil enjoy our modern condition. Phone635-2321 (C-80) - -  and Reasonable.rear. Approx. B.C. Forest Service's about 3 hours or until firm. cloth and/or sleeping bag if 
Television and Electronic office, opportunity for Cedar Grove Gardens $80 Write to TedHowitt, 254 Engineering Division is the Remove [rom freezer and let you might travel beyond a 
Servicing. Phone 635-3715 advancement, all the henefiteof 1 Electric Cord Organ and Rowhouses - 1100 sq. ft. plus West 4th St., North Vancouver, reconna issance ,  survey,  stand about 10 minutes before conservatively short walk- 
anytime. (M) a big, national company, yet bench. $75. Phone 635-2749 (C- basement. All have 3 B.C (C-80) location, design, construction cutting into wedges. Garnish back distance. A flare gun 
work near home. Send your 81) bedrooms, 1½ bathrooms, and maintenance of forest with whipped cream, chopped and+snowshoeS(the machin ) alsoStrappedare ree-t°
fridge and stove. Some have Wanted to Rent- 1 or 2 bedroom access reads, nuts, chopped candied orange ommended. 
STORAGE friends in to see us - -  or come in Drum Set for Sale - excellent washers and dryers and have furn/shedhodse or sditein town. FOREST 'POLICEMEN" peelyield:Or chopped8 servings.Candied ginger, carryAlS°matcheeimp°rtant'in a alw ySwater.. 
yourself, condition - would make a good been redecorated. Safe Phone 5-7892. (Sff.). In addition to their many Suggest ion:  Remain ing  proof container, plus acorn. 
CamperSmonth. & Trailers. $5 per HOUSEHOLD FINANCE 3698ChristmaS(p-82) present. Phone 635- Ref.playgr°undrequired.f°r children.Apply Mrs.$190R. other jobs, the Forest Rangers canned pumpkin can be frozen pact supply of high.energy 
FAMCO RecreationalSales 5416 CORP.  • food: ~liocolate barn are fly 16 W, Terrace. Formerly 4508Lakelse Phillips, No. 125, 4529 Straume 57 - Automobi les  of British Columbia are also in tightly sealed container for good, as are w e H . ~  
responsible for enforcement of future use. eracke m and dried meats.-% ~ 
Terra Mobile Homes. (C Terrace. B.C. (C-81) 34 - For  Rent .  Mis¢~. Ave. (CTF) For Sale- 1970 Ford Torino GT the Anti-Litter Act . . . . . . .  
Phone 5-6174 Required one experienced part- • For Rent- Indoor storage space For Rent - Warm, 3 bedroom V-8 automatic - power steering , - , ., , - r r- , , ,,,~'~, 
time teller. Salary $21- $24.50 for motorcycles, camPers, home, largel iving room and and power disc brakes. Rear T h e  i l e ra ld  " 
perday. Apply to Bank of Nova skidoos, boats, pickups, etc. entrance hall, all  with lots of 'windowdefogger. Radio, S3,000 " /'i!i~'~ 
BerninaSewinaMachines Scotia, Terrace. (C-81) Phone 635.2603 (CTF) closet space and wall to wall Phone 635-2164 (P-83) ' :;~i 
. carpet .  Reomy kitchen with -- ORDER FORM! . , ,  range. Bathroom andUUlity, F o r  S a l e - 1 9 6 6 F o r d G a l a x ] e S O 0  CLASSIFIED A D  Sales&Service 24 ,S i tuat ions  Wtd. - 37 - Pets Electric heat, good water x1428 cubic inch engine. 4speed ] 
ELKEN MERCANTILE Male Persians: P-B $25"a~d $50. 692- supply. Close to Copper transmission. P.S. & P.B. 2 door : 
• Mountain School. $150.00 per hardtop, bucket seats, Phone WRITE YOUR AD BELOW-  ! WORD .TO A "SPACE "i : i:~i:,'i ,"+~i.:;:.'.i!! 
~23LakelseAve. Ph. 635-2111 Odd jobs of any kind wanted by 3655after6pm~ (Burns Lake, month, 249 Skinner Avenue; 635-2610, (P.84) ,COSTAPPEAR~ TORIGH.TOF I .~$TW(~: ! . .  
',CTF) young man, Also has. truck B.C,,)" (C-81) . , /i,~:.~ 
available. Phone 635-2321 Phone 635.7773. (P-81) A single snowmobile trailer. "Maii now io The Herald, P.O. Box 3W, Terrace. 
• " ,q i (STF)" i '  . ' . Reg ls temdCa im Terriers Imps 
[SEWING MACHINES.- BEST[ l (Scottlshbreed) Hnvehadtbeir Attractlve3 bedroomhome, W-. ~ .65 Acadian, V-8; automatic, , .+ ~.. '~ :: : ~ 
] SELECTION - BEST VALUES[ [ 28.- Furn i tu re  for Sa le  shots and ready to go at redueed W throughout, stove and fridge needesonte r pair, f#,50 phone . + .... ~ ~ . . . .  . :++ ,, 
i lN  TOWN. BERNINAJ'[ . price, Ideal children's pet. Can included. $215 per month, 635-3750,or63~H6 (P-81) Pleasel run my ad far .... day in the Herald unde~'~ , 
used be seon at 2502 Pear St. phane AvallableJanuarylst. Phone ' + ii!i:¢l?Ss~t!~i?n s in ment, i . ,  ~:ii!:i:iiiii:!!i:~i ~ 
IOMEGA'IH-U S Q V ANEWHOME;I [ W a n t e d R  N A,  A l l  furniture.t°bUYcontactg°°d F~reds 635-2380 (C-86) 635.7770. (P-W-81) '64 Studebaker automatic V-8'- i t ..... I enclo e:.., fu.l! pay *:iii 'Id'~ ~ :~ ' ~ ~" ~" 
Good, condition-winterized-Best . ~ '.~ ~i:.,'/+.Name~,i,,,..,,,i..i . . .   .. ,. ...... ~',.i:,~'.. ~,~',:,,*/i:.. ,,,~~+~i~i~ ! *,~;i ~) 
PHILLIPS." PRICED FROM ~rn i~re  635.3630 (CTF) • I bedroom house,.electric heat, offer-Phone 635.4312. (C-81) ~ " '  +. ~,:, ~'~..?:~?~.!~:i: ~ : : • ~ :. , ~: . '"' '..i:~,~.:~:~,,:~.~;~?~i~,~:~:i:~ i~ 
$59.95 UP, INCLUDING *'Are'ou a 'in teem" , ,30  .Waffled ..Misc.,, ,~ ~nl  ' - For Sale - 1964 GMC ½ ton '~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' " '  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  WARRANTY AND'PREE furnltYur~ P l f~  'our" :for. ,.,., , . .  fully~furnished. Available i:~one..:.,:  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . . . . . .  . . + ,  • , .... +.-:+ ~..,: ';. .~.':-.~:+.',:~-~.~+~, 
MACHINE LESSONS . ry t rmmre WANTED ~:Typewriter in good immediately. Phone 635-6748. pickup, 6 cyl. 3 speed std. Phone ~ ldre ,  . . . .  , . . . . , . .~ . . ,  . i . . . . . '  . . . . .  ,.:. i.i..;i.:i,~..'ii]i]~! . , ,  . . . . . . . . .  ,. 
' renting plan. We rent eomplele working condition, Phone6,~-+ (P-81) .+ , 63,5-5021 after 5 p.m. (P-81)... . ;:'~'U~' "'~'~'~~:: 
9973.' (STF) ., : , . For rent-one be l reom furnished ' / '?~ .... ~,, v~ ~v~aNTIL  E o household furniture, including' ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  : -  . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
' 1i 'IV with option to buy' Freds home available 1st of January. ForSale,66 Meteor.Will accept ~ ~ 
4623 Lakelse Ave 635-21 . . . . .  , ' best offer.+ Phone after 6 pm, • . . . . . . . . . .  ',+"~ ,:' ~,~rmmre, ~ Lakels~ Ave~ ; Wanted. Rigld frame type b~ke, Phone 63,5-2443 (P-W-81) ~, .  • . ,+,, ..... ~L +,~ 
(CTF)' . 635.SGS0. (CTF) BSA or Tr ium~wi i l  be mad for 635-44S0. (CTF) •. ,, ,L, " ' - .- .''.'~ ......... ~'" 
chdpplag. Call Bruce. Phone Attractive Sbedroom home, W- ,1970 Ford Rang~ ckup. V-8, 4 " - - "  ' ' ~ ,,~,.+.~ .. ....... 
' NO,T ,A ,E  MONn~V AVAn[tAB ln~ ' e35.5?Ol,.(P..),:, " w~ughout , , s tevqandf r ig  .i speed, A~lt i r lg~ Phmte63~ ~. '~ , :  :~ : r +,.,! ,..+~i: " i/:il/,!,;::,:':i.!~ii':~; '~iii,~' ' ,i 
• DEBT CONSOLIDATION e.PROPERTY IMPROvEMEN? 60 AMP automatic Battery Available January Ist.' :Phone " ~ . . . .  "'+ " ~/ ~ ~ ' 
• •  u.pos  "m  er . . . . .  • 
: Open contracts, nohldden charoes Beauty,++. +i~ value. $ 50, • . . . . .  : '++++~' +'+ :: • L 
+,+.. ~, ~. ,. ,,, ~' : ,"/.~,.?. ; .'t~ +'Phone 63~8681(P~) ,  ,, , , ,  • Up to 20,year am~tlzatlon " ~ ;' For ~t~3 ~ .  house $I~.  .. . .  . ,  . . . .  ~'!' ' :  IY,:..: .. , . 
. . . .  ~ /~'+~:+'++ ' ' 1 m , ~j k q: P, 'r'~ . . Promp and confl~ntlal servl~ ' + : ' Maple St,' Phone ~956.  (P- ,.~,m~+ ,.m,,~,;,+~ o., , . .  '+' . . . .  ~ , : . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  +,,. ,.:+ 
' tan  ~ la ln i i~ , / ,0 f  ~ree8  ' oP  .; , , & + l~lS&v+l+ l~ , l lm 4v  ++vv+ . . . .  • , • , . ,  , , . ,: +, , ,. , + ,  ++ + , , ,  ,+, + , . We also purchase mor+Igages you hbld + 61) ..... . + .tr,~, ~ , .~ ,+  :+ . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . .  "+ ~++ . "+.: ~ • ~+,: t~  : ++: ,,,,;,,: :,:,+/.++++. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' " . . . . . . . .  + " ' ' ' . . . . . . . .  1 :+  + + ' ' 
k + I + r " . . . .  ' " '  . . . . .  " ' " • + . . . .  ' , d ~ S s c a ~ ] a t ' ~  •Nd_m+~;  ' " - • • +'- "~, "~"" '+ '+~'~"~ . . . .  • • :+  • + '++'  + + +' "  ' "+ '  + .. . .  
• ' C O M P A R E  OURRATES, . * + ? '+ +: :  , !  ,+ .  ~3;~mhouse+in  Thornh iH ,  .:+++~,+;:+:):(:~!*++%~+.%~!:' . . . . . .  ;+ ' '  +~f ' " *,+:" + : "'%+ I i' "p ' " '  ' I' : I  " ' f : ' '  "+++++:~'+'+:: +' ~* t+'++<~ ; +:+'~:++' I' +''::+:'ddT~+'P'+:+''"+ 
end ++K~ium ;Lake  ........ +,,, ~,,+ 
. . . .  ~ t + , ~ i + ~  " V~ I I  ~ '  +' I '+ +~+Vll ++ " + L '~ ++ ,++ + ~+ ~f~++ ~+.+ I + ~ +r + ' p '+d 'n q ".++r +. , +, + 5" , I ' + +. '4 + I ,4 p ++d '. d [ m + ' .m~ I IP'~'iP+~-'MI +, s,.m,~., m.~mi.u~ Llntll,i/mw + .=, . . . . .  hi+ . . . .  ~ ,  . , ~ +  ,., .+,.+. +. ,;:~ ,.. t . . . . . . . .  ~-~ '++ . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~,(+* . ' ; , ,+ I  
. . . . . . . . . .  ' / i  " . " '  '.':'. . . . .  , "+" .  ' , :  ' ' , '+, '+" - +,+ .~ .' +TI / : , "  ~ + :t:' #',;++s;,+,++~,:,:+G::,:,':." + + ~'+ "  +~+~rnlt~hed:~ablns,'weekLvn . a In ,weekly ama u 41 'E~u~'+ n ......... +&n~' l "  +~ '+ I + A~ + M S I n :' n'+L44 ~ : : + L ~  I '+~+~" ' ~' ~+d+L~:~*'J  '++~ +''I''I+ ' L n '] + " . :++'~+~r++.~+~l+' +++ 4~ ~~]*+~4~+: '+>++~ "':+  ~I '~  "+''4++ J~N+' +']'T+'mk~ 
+ NO"  3 4 | I t  L A K E L S E  AVE,#+ TERRACE ' " '+ . . . .  ' " ' . . . .  ' . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . .  + I . . . . . .  + & L 3'''+ . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~+ ~++ : + ~ . . . . .  ~ * " '+Fh '+'F+';'++ ~  . . . . . .  # I + +P'' *' #+ + ~'  +++%' + ~'~ . . . . . . .  +' F '+ "t ~ + P ~+ ~ + ~+Lt ~+ + # 
. . .  . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  h " +. Im p.m, $ , t , ,+, ,Ci~:  5"undbny,, monmL~+rat.., Cedar+ Motel; :,++1+n:~,k~l+~+ A+ *'* ~'+ , :+ :':~++-'+++;~"+',= +~ :/*+',:++++++'~+:+**  "•' ++;' :'+  p~k~f+ +.+++~.+  
" ~ mR ' "BE~ . . . . . .  ' ~  '," mR"  e V E R E S t ,  ' t ~ )  =,  =;,, ~ +I~ + + . = . n .Phone 63S-S2Sa (CrF-S) +. ' ,: '(CTF):.: ' . . , ,  
........................................................ : _ . . _ _  ............................... - - - - - -  
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Mrs. Janet  F lack ,  cha i rman of the Kinettes,  pours teas for assembled  
Chr i s tmas  par ty  commit tee  for the guests.  
HELP helps at Christmas 
Kitimat's Community Help thing that they desparatety about he dresser that has stood 
Agency is busy, busy, busy this need Furniture. Any type of empty in the corner for so many 
time of the year. They are useable furniture will be years, or the tiny dining table 
making up Christmas hampers welcome. This is to help out a you discarded after the third 
and giving out toy vouchers to deserted wife and her four child came - why not dig them 
needy families in Kitimat. At small children who are out and make someone's 
the moment, thanks to presently without beds and all Christmas happy. If you have 
donations from local residents, the generalhouseholdfurniture any donations call the Help 
services clubs and Eurocan that everyone takes for granted. 
they are quite well off Remember that cot you put in Agency at 632-6611 or Mr. Ross 
financially. There is only one the basement last Year, how Smith at 632-3220. 
iNN LANDERS 
DEAR ANN LANDERS: I'm 
a telephone receptionist in a 
large office. During a working 
day I speak to at least 50 people 
on the telephone. Usually they 
are calling to be put through to 
an executive. 
It so happens that the name of 
this firm is rather long (it's 
actually four names). 
Sometimes before I get past the 
first name, the caller will cut, 
me cold and ask for Mr. So-and- 
so. Then there are the super- 
pompous jerks who don't ask -- 
they DEMAND to be put 
through. They bark orders. 
"Connect me with .... "or "Let 
me talk to .... " No please -- 
just a command. Of course they 
never say "thank you." 
The most exasperating 
callers are the ones who ring 
back a second and third time, 
after having left a name and 
number, and hint broadly that 
for personal reasons (which, for 
the life of me, I have never been 
able to figure out) I failed to 
deliver their message. 
I hope you can find space in 
your column for this letter, Ann. 
You might make life more 
pleasant for hundreds of 
telephone receptionists. Thank 
you. -- The Voice. 
__ ~mmmmmmmn 
When you 
don ' t  know who 
to turn to . . . 
DEAR VOICE: Here is your 
letter and I hope it helps. Too 
often we forget what life is like 
for the person on the receiving 
• end -- and this goes beyond the 
telephone receptionist. Thanks 
for the reminder. 
DEAR ANN LANDERS: A 
girl I work with has asked me to 
sing at her wedding. I told her I 
would.. I've done some 
professionals Singing and enjoy 
it. This girl is a new friend and 
has never heard me sing but she 
l~ows everal people who have. 
Now I wonder if she expects me 
to sing as a favor. To put it 
bluntly, how can I find out if she 
intends to pay me? -- 
Chickadee For Cash Please. 
DEAR CHICK: You have 
already said yes -- so THAT'S 
settled. All you can do now is 
wait and see if she considers 
you a professional or a friend. 
The time to have mentioned the 
fee was when she asked you to 
sing. Remember for the next 
time. 
DEAR ANN LANDERS: I 
swear every word of this is true. 
I am 23 and have been dating a 
man of 26 for over a year. I 
always thought it was odd that 
he never expected me to go 
beyond a goodnight kiss. Last 
night he asked me to marry him 
but said I'd have to sign an 
agreement -- no sex. I asked 
him why and he said, "I tried it 
once and I don't like it." 
This man is good looking, 
intelligent, has a promising 
career and .we get along well 
together. I think we could have 
a successful marriage, but I am 
bemused by his request. Do you 
think I will be able to get him to 
change his mind after we are 
married? Help me decide --  
Bewildered. 
DEAR B.: This guy has 
strudle in the noodle. If you 
agree to a sexless marriage in 
the hope that you can convert 
him later, you deserve 
whatever you get -- which, I 
assure you, will be very little in 
the line of romance. 
& 4 ~  PHONE 563-7106 
MANAGER; 
ANNA SYMAN 
JACKPINE MOTEL 
"RELAX & REST AT PRINCE GEORGE'S ONLY SPA MOTEL" 
FEATURING . . . 
AQUA SAUNA HOT POOL - COLOUR T,V. 
• COMPACT KITCHENETTES 
YOUR HOSTS t915 - 3rd AVE. 
MARG & SPIKE ENEMARK PRINCE GEORGE• B,C 
THE HERALD, TERRACE - KI~IMAT, B.C. 
Ballet 
Class 
Entertains 
Christmas ia the time to 
remember old friends and to 
make new ones. It is a time to 
rejoice and be happy. The time 
of giving and spreading 
happiness. The. Terrace 
Kinettes were doing their part 
of spreading Christmas cheer 
on Wednesday when they held 
Christmas Party for the Senior 
Citizens in the Knox United 
Church Hall. 
The Hall was beautifully 
decorated and there was a 
Christmas tree which the 
Kinettes had decorated looked 
lovely. 
The party started off with a 
tea during which the guests had 
lots of time to visit old friends, 
exchange gossip and news. 
The carol singing followed 
with a medley of old favorites 
which bring back memories oF 
many happy Christmases. 
Entertainmentwas provided 
by students from Miss West's 
Ballet Class. 
After entertaining the guests 
the dancers played Santa and 
presented gifts to everyone. 
As something extra the 
Kinettes had made up'plates of
Christmas cake, oranges, 
candies and cookies for the 
guests to take home with them. 
Consumer report for enthusiast 
Reports from local Ski wearing qualities. Look for at garment may not recover its 
fanatics have it that the least 30 peroont o 40 percent in shape. If the stretch fabHe was on y~ 
conditions for skiing right now ski pants, cut before It had fully relaxed, he pa 
are perfect. There arequite a Workmanship quality will thegarmentmaysbHnklaterin or ( 
few people in Terrace wbo do affect the life of your pants, dry cleaning. J~ These, 
ski and this i8 for you. It is a Look for seams that are wide unfortunately, are actors you 
release the Herald received and carefully finished. Make cannot check in the store; 
from the Consumers' sure there is no ready Seam If you are paying top price in 
Association of Canada. slippage. Look also for a the hope of getting top quality, 
Ski pants, which may be worn reinforced crotch plus a well. you would be well advised to 
for a variety of winter sports, finished waist band and zipper buy from a reputable 
require a warmth, type of fit opening. Check the stretch, manufacturer o retailer who 
and toughness ofwear that isn't especially along the leg seam8, will stand behind the product. 
required for less strenuous •Examine the ankle for a When it comes to caring for 
recreation or casual wear. smooth, fiat fit without urn-up your purchase, check the labels 
The fabric must have on the foot and a comfortable and hang tags. If there are no 
considerable weight and body stirrup, care instructions included, 
since these slim pants will be All stretch pants will hag at 
worn in cold weather without the seat and knees after heavy [ _Tillioum Theatre PaO'[°rE" 
bulky clothing underneath. A and~prolonged wear but a good LAKELSE 635-'20,10 
satisfactory fabric will weigh 16 quality garment should recover 
to 19 ounces per square yard, its shape in about half an hour. 
have a two-ply stretch nylon However, if the processing of DEC. t$-18 7'& !9:15 P.M. 
warp (lengthwise yarn) and be the stretch yarn has been poor |llA MAN CALLED SLEDBE" 
closely woven. Warp stretch or workmanship inferior, the 
pants have a "stirrup" or 
under-instepstrap. Thereis ~ N I T E  & ' "  also a two-way stretch available .~  ~ .~ 
inafewoftheactivesportswear ~ ~  i , ~  24 Hours 
pants. . ~ ~ ~ ,  
DAY ++ I 
In the most suitable type of ~++~+~: ,+ A Day 
fabric the filling yarns running i :~Y  ::'~?:+++~ 
across the stretch warp are . . . . .  ~ ~++, . . . . .  
DINERS . . . .  "+ ...... .7  Days usually non-stretch wool, or .~,::~,~+ ~ ~,++~ ,viscose or a blend of the two. ~;+.;:~:~ '~;: ; 
'+~:~ . . . . .  ii~ A Week The percentage of stretch yarn, ~ i~ 
usually stretch nylon, in the 
fabric is a good guide to fabric 3229 EMMERSON - NEXT TO 1 HOUR CLEANIT IZ ING 
quality for both the amount of 
stretch and recovery as well as l PIZZA - FISH & CHIPS CHAR BROILED BURGERS - BREAKFAST 
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 16, l~J 
~, " O • 
protect yourse~ I)y getting the 
8ale8 :clerk to write  our 
purchase slip whether t  nts 
should be 'washed r dry 
• cleaned. Finally, never hang 
stretch pants up by the foot st- 
raps; either hang them from the 
waist band or, better still, fold 
them in a drawer. 
• PLYWOOO suPPLIER 
NineS.f ive percent of the 
softwood plywood produced in 
Canada, according to the B.C." 
Forest Service, comes from 
British Columbia plants. / 
JR. GIRLS' SLACKS 
Crimp-Knit In Jacquard Patterns 
Pull-on style with tunnel elastic-waist. 
nifty flared pant legs. Choose from ex- 
citing colors in sizes: 4 -5 -6 -6X . "  
SANTA SPECIALI Pai/2A9 
:CHILDS ANIMAL SLIPPERS 
Choose from asst. colours of Ducks, Tigers, 
Dogs, and Rabbits. Size 4-12 
SANTA SPECIAL PAIR 1,66 
LADIES' PYJAMAS 
Brushed Nylon Acetate 
Two-piece sets in pink, blue, Ilia'c, apricot and beige. 
Choose f rom two comfy styles. Sizes S-M-L. 
SANTA SPECIAL Pair 
LADIES' ORLON SLIPPERS 
Washable fuzzies of ~crylic shag  In colors Of hot pink, 
blue, orange, lime, yellow and turquoise. Si~.es S-M-L. 
SANTA SPECIAL" Pair 
SENIOR GIRLS' GOWN 
Heavy Brushed 100% Nylon 
Toasty wash'able sieepwear with long sleeves, Pink, 
Blue, Red, or Mint  in. sizes 8 - 14. 
SANTA SPECIAL Each 
SENIOR GIRLS' SLACKS 
5 99  
Important front patch-pockets. Butterfly 
button-front ~md flared bottoms. Choose 
• from navy. wine or brown. 
Sizes : 7 - 14. 
SANTA SPECIALI  palrSl~,98 
1 99  Sr. GIRLS BLOUSES 
Combed cotton. Long sleeves with neat two. 
• button cuffs. Placket button front, peter.Pan 
collar. Asstd. colours, sizes 7.14. 
~ANTA SPECIAL EACH' ,99 
4.98  
TURN TO US WITH SENIOR GIRLS'SLIPPERS 
ed of Orlon in sizes S-M-I.,. 
| CONFIDENCE [ Come To SANTA SPECIAL Pair 
l '""cKAvsi Mountain" Shadows Motel SLACKS 
! I I "  "FUNERAL!  Casual or for Dress Wear 9 99  with flare leg. Belt loops "Ang ed front pockets or scoop packers 
IN STEWART Fullymechlnewashable. Llttleor no lronlhg needed, 
HOME I .,, . 
'WE OFFER LADIES. DUSTERS AND ROBES 
Choose from knee length duster or luxury length lounge robes. 'Ail l iM I  Phone 635.2444 I ' +mTC.ENETTE are dellgh,ffully styled with stunning trim. to make this 0he of her 
~ l ! /  Terrace, B.C.j I r +WALL TO WALL CARPETS Ioveliestgiftsselectlonavailable. Qultednylonsndhrushed II 
r!HILs ' I . +,.v. o,,o,._,,z,s.+. • 13  99   DOWNTOWN AREA SANTA SPECIAL BACH • 
t erving Kitimat 
LADIES PERMANENT PRESS BLOUSES 
Call Brian or Diane Rmsell Pull on style. Stitched front crease, plus one.inch flare leg, .Asstd. 298 
BOYS' CASUAL SLACKS plain shade;,. Slz~ 8.20 JR. BOYS' SPORTS SHIRT 
Plain or Fano.v Patterns SANTA SPECIAL EACH • Permanent Press 
IN TERRACE 6354111 IN STEWART 636-2554 Bell bottom boldness with new-look v~lde Alongpolyestersleeves.andFeaturescotton blo f~mhlonablostyling ang.'with 
belt loops Patch pockets and snap fsatoner 
ciosng, szes: s-16, LADLES POLYESTER SLACKS pe~k collar. ~r lod  prlnu and colors. Sizes: 4 ,5 -6 -6X .  
SA,TA SP~OiAL, pa,rS,3.99 "A polyester cotton blend, styled with button p acket front. Long SANTA SPECIAL, SachSl2sgD 
• point colleril, ate'tinted with ~'he i;uffled, p ;qn, or pleated ,rent 6 9 9  TO THE OITIZENS OF TERRACE Imnets.'Asstd.pislnsh,des. Slze; lO.,e ' SANTA SPECIAL PAIR • JR. BOYS' SLACKS Fortrel 
• , BOYS' SPORTS SHIRTS ' Casual or dress wear slacks with flare leg 
Permanent Press r styling. Continental waist, boxer back and mglMt g~I~mKMII~K~ILtlK~IK~MK~KJICdMI~IKMa~L.~ nylon zipper-closure with 3. button detail. ,=e 
par t i cu lar ly lhose  Res identsand Bus lnessmenon Kei thAve.  Asmosto fyouare  muff.~ng'sieevesoiid.or pattems,aWl'n+ with natty 3-button ' + . . , 4~=l~4~,Jlll.ar_i~a~Ma., " " •. ', : I I  Sizes a - , - s -o -ox .  Front  pockets. A~orted coors,  , 
aware, a new storm sewer system was recently instal led in this area, Sizes: 8-16. I " ' 
. . . .  " " ' " t  SANTA SPEGIAL, Pair 2 .49  inconveniencing many of you.  SANTA sPeCiAL= EnchS'3J9 t "  Quality Tottm tiannel cover that ~'qverses to + gay nylon flora ' . I 
' ' • p., print, In,e co.ordlnatlng color. •Light weight end warm Fortre p~; .. We would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your co.operation and ~ f ib re  f i l l i ng  for a dltloqa  c mfort. ,' ' . ' . ~ MENS 
forbearance in putting up with the temporary curtailment of driveways and the TOWEL SETS H:ATHE n 
muddy conditions. We have found the citizens of Terrace most understanding Gift Boxed for Xmas Giving, Offers 3 piece i • +10,99 | DRESS GLOVES • - . : . . .  
and hospitable. Thank yOU. . , .gueettowelset,.(approx.12,,x 1S") In beautiful Pile lining. Contra~t s~ltc)llng , alack and 
.oecoravbr.prints 'and co ore Single bed size • , Double bed Size Brown. Size 8.S~b. 9-9~ 
, .m'A SPECIAL S,T 1,98 EMmi~mm. .mi~lm,  l l .~~.~~el ,u~i i  
Y()urs Truly " SANTA SPECIAL PAIR • 
F. Douceffe 
Superintendent, Interior Contracting Co. Ltd., 
! 
